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CHAPTER I
Imt'RODuc'r ION
The spirit of revolt in American literature, which first manifes-
ted itself as criticism of social and economic injustices, began in the
1890's with the embittered realism of such writers as HrunlinGarland.
Throughout the first decades of the Twentieth Century the subject matrber-
of the literature of social protest broadened to include philosophical.
psychological, and sociological speculations about the nature of man and
his relationship with environment. During the years from 1915 to 1930.
American literature was particularly concerned with dogmatic appraisals
of rural and small town life. where. it was believed, our culture was dis-
integrating. The case study methods ranged from naturalism to satiric
realism. and declined in the post-war period into the cynical disenchant-
ment of such spokesmen for "'(;helost generation" as Scott Fitzgerald and
Ernest Hemingway.
Willa Cather's life spanned the entire period of social protest.
She WaS born in 1876, the same year as Sherwood Anderson, and grew up in
Nebraska during the agrarian and labor disturbances of the 1880's and
1890's. After her graduation from the state University in 1895, she WBnt
East, and during the next fifteen years ,rorked as a drarr~tic critic for a
Pittsburgh newspaper, taught high school English, and acted as managing
editor of McClure's :Magazineduring the muck-raking era. In 1912 she left
the journalistic field to devote her entire tilneto writing.
1
2:Miss Catiher-,as did other writers of her day, saw that the worship
of prosperity and the disregard for culture, beauty. and ideas as ends in
themselves were responsible for the bewildering lllultiplicity and the dis-
illusionment of modern American life. Unlike most of the other writers,
however, she did not ILmi t herself' to studies of individual failures and
the degenera·cion of t.own life. The theme of her work is the conflict of
the superior. idealistic individual with his environraent. The outcome
is failure or success, depending on both the individual and the environ-
ment.
The subject matter of Miss Cather's fiction has a wide range.
Her characters include developing and successful artists; pioneer home-
steaders and business men; :ilmnigrants; professional people such as law-
yers, doctors, Clergymen, and college professors; small town business men;
Mexicans and Indians; modern farmers; laborers; missionaries and martyrs;
the French settlers of~uebec; landed aristocracy in Virginia; and Negro
slaves. Among such diversified characters there would naturally be both
idealists and materialists.
Her settings show a wide variety of' time and place. They include
the big cities of Chicago, New York. Boston, and Pittsburgh at the turn
of the century; frontier Nebr-aska ; the farms and small towns of tIte Middle
West; the Southwest of the Nineteenth Century; Seventeenth-Century Quebec;
pre-Civil War Virginia; and France during the first World War.
She presented the American pioneer in oonflict with both harsh
frontier conditions and a rising me.terialism, and the creative artist in
conflict with a dominant materialisTI1. Both the pioneer and the artist,
strengthened by their idealism, were able to find ways in which to overcome
their environments. 'l'heidealistic individual of the 'Iwerrti ebh Century,
however, found himself confronted by obstacles wh i.ch he felt were insur-
mountable. His inability to act effectively resulted in frustration.
3In order to explain why the modern idealist was being defeated by his en-
viromnent and why the pioneer and the artist had been able to succeed,
Miss Cather examined both the present and the past. The result of this
examination revealed that the problems of the pioneer. the artist, and
the modern idealist were essentially different. The pioneer's struggle
was wi th his natur-a.Lenvironment; the artist t s, with his emotional and in-
tellectual environment. The modern idealist struggled only with himself.
When NlissCather turned to the pioneer past for her subject matter, she
found the same belief in personal ideals and the same will to conquer ad-
verse conditions which had enabled the artist to succeed. The contemporary
idealist, however, convinced of ultimate defeat, lost faith in himself.
Her principal method of criticizing modern life was to juxtapose
contemporary materialism and an idealistic person or the past, often both,
letting the contrast speak for itself. She did not confine herself to
analyzing surfaces. Although materialislu appeared so strong that idealist
sometimes began to doubt the verity of his ideals, she believed that
materialism could be defeated on principles which lay beneath the surface
of things. After the middle 1920 I s she did not deal with further develop-
ments in contemporary life. She ignored the sophisticated world of Scott
1<'itzgerald,the economic depression of the 1930's, and the second World
War. According to her own statement. "the '\'I{orldbroke in two in 1922 or
thereabouts."l Willa Cather chose to stay on the far side of the chasm
and did not pursue the contemporary scens.
In her examination of the effects of environment on the idealistic
individual, she was not primarily interested in facts and examples but
rather in telling a story. She did not use human lives to illustrate de-
fects in the social and economic system. The result was not a series of
lWilla Cather, Not Under }'orty. (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1936),
Preface.
4social documents but works of art. not presentations but representations
of life.l
Although Miss Cather was often bitter about the hardness of life.
with the exception of one or two of the early short stories. it is a bit-
terness of irony. not of rancor. In her criticism of materialism she
never felt the need to expose. to resort to indignant shouting and exagger-
ated underscoring.2 She never became intolerant or peevish or gave in to
the easy sneer. She saw that man might be an object for criticism or pity
but never for ridicule or scorn. In all of her work there is the impression
of the greatness of life. of the inscru-tability of the human personality.
Her warmth of feeling. her love and sympathetic understanding of even the
most humble creature. would never permit the silvery laughter of the comic
spirit •
It is the purpose of this thesis to select for examination the
novels and short stories of Willa Cather which illustrate -thenature and
outcome of the idealistic individual's struggle with his environment and
from the evidence to discover what solution she saw to modern disillusion-
ment.
lllAta time when many American writers of fiction seem content to
record a merely faithful transcription of what they see before them, Miss
Cather is reasserting the ancient distinction between nature and art and
is expressing the artist's old confidence that art is artistic precisely
because it is not natural." Lloyd Morris. IIWillaCather,l!The North Amer-
ican Review, CCXIX (May, 1924), 652.
2"When I first lived in New York and was working on a magazine I
became disillusioned about social workers and reformers •••• The man who
wants to get;reforms put through does his investigating in a very differ-
ent spirit, and the man who has a true vocation for imaginative writing
doesn't have to go hunting among the ash cans on Sullivan Street for his
ma teria1 •" Willa Cather, "Escapism. II The Commonweal. XXIII (April L? ,
1936), 678. -
CHAP'l'ER II
THE ARTIST IN CONFLICT WI'rH MATERIALISM
I'rhe short stories in Willa Cather s first collection, published
in 1905 as The Troll Garden, deal principally with the Eastern environ-
ment of wealth and cultivation and incidentally, by way of contrast, with
the Western environment of middle-class drudgery and dullness. She se1ec-
ted the four best stories from this volume, "The Sculptor's Funeral,"
IIA Wagner l\iia.tin~e."itADeath in the Desert," and "Paul's Case," for re-
.~-.
printing in the 1920 collection. Youth and the Bright Medusa, together
with four new stories, "Coming. Aphroditet," "A Gold Slipper," "Scandal,1I
and "The Diamond lliune."'Wl"ittenduring the 1910 deoade when her major
work had concerned the Western scene.
The theme of most of these stories and of the novel of 1915, ~
Song of the ~. is the struggle of the creative artist for freedom to
study and practi.ce the kind of art or music he believes in, to choose his
own friends, and to do as he likes wi1;}1 his time and money.l The antagon-
ist is the materialistic attitude of the unsympathetic. jealous, and un-
comprehending majority of .American people. whether they live on a farm.
in a small +own; or in a big city; whether they are poor. middle-class,
or financially well-to-do. These matier-LsLdsts may be the parents of the
artist, his brothers and sisters and other relatives, his neighbors in
the community. his a.udience, and even his artistic rivals. They compose
lThere are two exceptions alUongthe stories selected for study:
"A Wagner Matinee" and "Paul's Oase ;" They dee.l,, however. with other as-
pects of the theme of artistic struggle and revolt.
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6the enervating atmosphere of criticism in which the artist must always
work--the early environment from which he must escape in order to study
and succeed and the later environment which challenges his right to be
successful.
Miss Cather shows that the majority of people who have no special
talent or ambition resent the artist because he is "different," and this
resentment is the real reason for their opposition. If the artist is a
member of the family, the resentment is often more personal, more effect-
ively antagonistic. The materialistic opposition rnanifests itself in
three criticisms which apply to both art and artists but are more specif-
ically directed at the artist. His interests lie in the realm of ideas
and feelings. Therefore, he is considered impractical, laoking in "busi-
ness ability.1I His concept of success is the spiritual pleasure that
comes from singing a beautiful song with an original interpretation or
painting a picture that expresses an idea. He is not interested in buying
and selling and improving his standard of living. Therefore~ he is con-
sidered useless and odd. His concept of failure is not being faithful to
one's own cOIlvictions, giving in to discouragement, or compromising one's
artistic integrity and talent for the sake of quick oommercial success.
He is not easily disturbed by poverty, public opinion, or deviation frODl
conventional morality. Therefore, he is thought to be artificial, snob-
bish, a.ndimmoral.
The materialist particularly cannot understand and fears the fact
that the artist. who scorns practicality. is often stronger than he. The
striving for perfection rankles those ,vhoare satisfied to look, act, and
think like everybody else. They fight with all the weapons in their power:
ungenerosity. the closed mind, the sneer. Willa Ca.thersees them as "the
idle, gaping world which is determined that no artist eha.LLdo his best,"
7lithesmug, domestic, self-satisfied provincial world of utter ignorance."l
None of these criticisms of art and artists, impracticality, use-
lessness, immorality, is new. They are at least as old as Plato's Republio,
and subsequently have been the anxious concern of various defenders and
apologists. Willa Cather, who is considered the "artist" of her generation
of writers.2 has turned her attention to this subject.
Although all of ltissCather I s struggling heroes and heroines are
instinctive, if not actual, artistsJ>this particular group of stories con-
tains her justification of art. For the most part, the successful artist
is contrasted with the culturally-barren West from which he has escaped.
Six of the eight stories in Youth and the Bright Medusa and one novel.
~ Song ~ ~ Lark, have been selected for examination.
I'heIviaterialisticEnviromnent
In two of the stories, "Paul's Case" and "A Wagner IvTatinee,"an
unattractive picture of provinciality is presented. In "Paul's Case," the
scene is a lower middle-class community in Pittsburgh. a dull, standard-
ized environment from which the youthful Paul "escaped" by various methods:
exercising his imagination, working as usher at Carnegie Hall, and culti-
vating occasional backstage acquaintances at the local theatres.
It was a highly respectable street, where all the houses were ex-
actly alike, and where business men of moderate means begot and reared
large families of children, all of whom went to Sabbath-school and
learned the shorter catechismJ and were interested in aritlunetic; all
of whom were as exactly alike as their homes. and all of a piece with
the monotony in which they lived.3
lWilla Cather, The Song 'of the Lark, (London: J. Cape, 1936),
Preface.
2ltHerimportance to the older generation--a generation that was
now to make room for Hemingway--was a simple and movini??one: she was its
consununate artist." Alfred KazLn , On Native Grounds. (New York: Reynal
and Hitchcock, 1942), p , 257. -
3wil1a Cather, IIPaul's Case." Youth and the Bright Medusa, (New
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1920), pp. 208-9. -- --
8itAWagner Matinee" gives two glimpses of Nebraska in the early years of
this century. The first is the romantic: impression. recalled from child-
hood by a man who was reared on a homestead but who became a successful
NewYork lawyer:
The world there was the flat world of the ancients; to the east,
a cornfield that stretched to daybreak; to the~V"est. a corral that
reached to sunset;.between. the conquests of peace, dearer-bought
than those of war.l
The story is about the effects of a concert on a middle-aged womanwho had
been a music teacher but had married and gone out to Nebraska in the 1870's.
After some thirty years of isolation and hard farm work, she had gone to
NewYork to attend to a small legacy. 1Nhile there, a nephewwhomshe had
reared took her to a matinee because her actions and clothes were not
suited to an evening concert. The other glimpse of Nebraska, the realistic
one, conies at the end of the story. It pictures in a few sharp details the
dearer-bought conquests of peace and shows howspiritually depressing they
were:
The concert was over •••• She burst into tears and sobbed plead-
ingly. "I don't want to go, Clark, I don't want to got"
I understood. For her, just outside the concert hall lay the
black pond with the cattle-tracked bluffs ; the tall, unpainted house,
with weather-curled boards, naked as a tower; the crook-backed ash
seedlings where the dish-cloths hung to dry; the 2aunt. moulting
turkeys picking up refuse about the kitchen door.
'I'he Criticism of Art and Artists
Against a human and physical ba.ckground of monotony and ugliness,
.Miss Cather illustrates w'ith specific instances the oriticism that origin-
ated from the materialistic environment. "The Sculptor's Funer-a.L n shows
the attitude of a li·ttle country town in Kansas toward a local boy. Harvey
p. 242.
lWilla Cather, "A Wagner Matinee." Youth and the Bright Medusa,
2~ •• pp. 246-7.
9Merrick, who went away and became an artist. After his rather early death
in New York, his body was brought back home for burial. The emotional
hysteria of his mother and the attitude of the "mourners" were vivid and
distasteful. The community sneered over the body because the dead man
had been "different." He had wasted his father's money in going to col-
lege when what he needed "was a good business course in Kansas City."
As an example of his lack of common sense, they recalled that once he had
been cheated in a horse trade. And above all, he had gone away to New
York to waste his time instead of staying at home and helping his father.
:Moneywas their measure of success; the artist's palm meant nothing.
Finally. one member of the commun.ity. the town's "shyster" lawyer, spoke
out in disgust at their lack of human decency, bitterly denouncing the
bigotry and materialism that had forced him to compromise his own prin-
ciples and lose his self-respect:
"You drummed nothing but money and knavery into [your children's
heads] • • • • You wanted them to be successful rascals • • • •
There was only one boy ever raised in this borderland between
ruffianism and civilization who didn't come to grief, and you
hated Harvey Merrick more for winning out than you hated all the
other boys who got under the wheels.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Now that we've fourrhtand lied and sweated and stolen, 911dhateds»as only the disappointed strugglers in a bitter# dead little Wes-
-terntown know how to do. what have we got to show for it,?"l
The "eternal wonder," he continued. was that an artist could originate in
a Itdungheap." could emerge from "raw, biting ugliness" and make something
beautiful and noble out of his life.
Willa Cather ends her novel, 'rheSong of the Lark. "nth these
words:
This story attempts to deal only with the simple and concrete be-
ginnings which color and accent an artist's work, and to give some
account of how a Moonstone girl found her way out of a vague, easy-
going'world into a life of disciplined endeavor.2
lWilla Cather. "The Sculptor's Funeral #" Youth and the Bright
Medusa# pp. 268-271.
2Willa Cather, The Song of the Lark, (Boston: Houghton Mifflin.
1915). p. 480.
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Nloonstone, a small tovm in Northeastern Colorado near the Nebraska border,
was ugly and commonenough, but not the dung heap of 1I11heSculptor's Fun-
eral." The novel details the ar-J:;isi~'s struggle against the materialism
in her fa.mily and communtty and later, against the indifference to serious
arts that she met in Chicago during her student days. 'I'he story ends with
the heroine's successful debut at the Metropolitan Opera House in NewYork
as a Wagnerian soprano.
I'hea Kronborg's story began when her life was saved by the tovm's
doctor, a discontented idealist. WhenDr. HowardArchie was called to
the home of the Rev. Mr. Kronborg to del i ver a seventh child, he found
eleven-year-old 'Thea dying of pneumonia. During the next few years. 'I'he a
was well known in the town because she could "play and sing," but with the
exception of Dr. Archie and a few others, she had no friends and a large
number of enemies. Her father. son of a Swedish immigrant, was the pastor
of the townIS Mel:;hodist Church. lie wore a frockcoat. had an habitual
pulpit manner, and was generally regarded as a model preacher because he
did not smoke and "never touched spirits." He played a rather passive
role in his daughter's life. He neither objected to 'rhea I s music nor par-
ticularly encouraged her. 'rhea's mother was one of her friends and cham-
pions. She was an active, practical womanwho comprehended Htalent.1I It
meant Thea must practice four hours a day; it did not mean that she must
"have her hair curled and play in public."
Thea's first piano teacher was a Gennonmusician. A. Wunsch, who
had wandered over half the 'world and now lived with another Germanfamily
in Moonstone. He and Pritz Kohler got along well and indulged in Ita
friendly bottle pretty often." Old 1NUl1S ch played in the town orchestra.
tuned pianos, and gave lessons to those whose parents would tolerate him.
11
Thea's power of application and her rugged will had interested him.
He had lived for 80 long among people whose sole ambition was to
get something for nothing that he had learned not to loolefor
seriousness in anything. Now that he by chance encountered it.
it recalled standards, ~~bitions, a society long forgot.l
Old Wunsch finally had an attack of delirium tremens and left town in dis-
grace. Thea's musical progress in Moonstone consequently came to an end.
Another of her friends was Ray Kennedy, a brakeman on a freight
train, who hoped to marry her when she grew up. Unlike Wunsch, who was a
frustrated idealist, he was an aggressive idealist, a free-thinker. who
read The Age of Reason in the caboose while the others played poker. His
death in a train accident provided Thea with her opportunity to study
in Chicago, since he had stipulated that his life Lns ur-anceof six hundred
dollars should go to her for that purpose.
All during the girl's adolescence, she remained solitary in a
crowded household and a gossipy small town. Her chosen companions were,
for the most part, the outcasts of Moonstone society: Old Wunsch, the bro-
ken musician; Spanish Johnny and the "inferior" inhabitants of Mexican
'fawn, "where at night carnethe sound of fiddles and guitars"; Ray Kennedy,
the brakeman; and Dr. Archie, the aloof but respected malcontent.
With the exception of her sister Anna, who remonstrated with her
about prac·ticing and playing secular music on Sunday, her early antagonists
were not vividly characterized. They were the gossiping women who gathered
in the millinery shop and on front porches to discuss 'rhea'sindependence
and unfriendliness, her associates, her method of teaching piano. and to
disapprove of her going to Chicago. For instance, there was the Ladies'
.AidSociety -which thought it not proper for their preacher's daughter to
go for her music lessons "where there was so much drinking." 'rherewas
Mrs. Livery Johnson, a 'N.C.T.U. worker, who "dLs appr-ovedof the way in which
lWilla Cather, ~ Song;of the Lark. p. 30.
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'I'haa was being brought up, of a child whose chosen associates were Mexicans
and sinners, and who was, as she pointedly put it, 'bold with men.,ul
After spending a winter in Chicago where her piano teacher had dis-
covered her voice, Thea returned to Moonstone for a summe.rvacation. It
we.Sto be her last visit home, for there she found that the vague, easy-
going world. even her own brothers and sisters. had become openly hostile
and vindicti ve , The materialistic attitude of the small tovm is well
summarized in this analysis of 'rhea's sanctimonious sister;
Anna's nature was conventional, like her face •••• Her opinions
about the smallest and most commonplacethings were gleaned from
the Denver papers, the church weeklies. from sermons and Sunday-
School addresses •••• Her ideas about habit, character. duty.
love. marriage, were grouped under heads, like a book of popular
quotations, and were totally unrelated to the emergencies of human
living •••• The wickedness of Denver and of Chicago, and even of
Moonstone. occupied her thoughts too much.
Thea. and all of 'I'he a ' s ways and friends. seemed indecorous to
Anna. She not only felt a grave social discrimination against the
Mexicans; she could not forget that Spanish Johnny was a drunkard •
• • • Thea pretended, of course, that she liked the Mexicans be-
cause they were fond of musio; but everyone knew that music was
nothing very real • • • • Anna approved of Ray Kennedy as a young
man of steady habits and blameless life~ but she regretted that he
was an atheist. and that h~ was not a passenger conductor w·ith
brass buttons on his coat.
Going back for her seoond year in Chicago to study with Madison
Bowers. her new vocal teacher. Thea became thoroughly annoyed and dis-
heartened at the SUCcess of lIcheap people~" brewers' lazy daughters who
sang off pitch and were complacent about their success. She even found
that Bower-s, hirnse1f. who had become cynical about his own lack of success
as a performer. "hated the whole race of artists; the work they did, the
wages they got, and the way they spent their money." 'rhea concluded that
Chicago was not very different from Moonstone. and 1liss Cather sums up
her picture 01' metropolitan materialism in these words:
lWilla Cather, ~ Song of ~ Lark, p. 60.
2Ibid •• pp. 132-33.
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The rich. noisy city. fat with food and drink, is a spent thing;
its chief concern is its digestion and its little game of hide-
and-seek with the undertaker. MOney and office and success are
the consolations of impotence. Fortune turns kind to such solid
people and Let.s them suck their bone in peace. She flecks her
whip upon flesh that is more alive, upon that stream of hungry
boys and girls who tramp the streets of every city. recognizable
by their pride and discontent. who are the Future. and ,«10 possess
the treasure of creative power.l
The Son~ of ~ Lark illustrates the materialistic envi.ronaerrt
which the developing artist must overcome. Thea was attacked because of
her preoccupation with music and her obvious superiority. It is note-
worthy, however. that she was not criticized for being useless. for she
contributed to the family income by giving piano lessons.
"A Gold Slipper" illustrates the audience's criticism of art and
artists. 'IheVfestern community of "The Sculptor's Funeral" or the residents
of Paul's neighborhood in Pittsburgh did not even pretend to enjoy serious
music. They thought it a waste of time and money. Among the upper classes,
however. an interest in ouLtural thin[~sis considered one of the badges
of social distinction. As a result, a large portion of ·theartist's aud-
ience is composed of the "haute bourgeoisie." most of whom go to concerts
and the theatre. not because they really understand and appreciate art but
because it is expected of them. It is their .~y of confonung. If asked
for a candid opinion. they reply that art is not liveryreal" because it
has nothing to do with the seriousness of making and spending money. and
that artists are frivolous and licentious creatures. Theirs is not abso-
lute denunciation. but rather a Pharisaical challenge to art. As Kitty
Ayrshire said. "You have a grudge against me. not a case. 11 The artist,
however, is often stimUlated by disapprobation to do his very best,with
the result ·thathe is able to arouse a frigid public.
Willa Cather selects a Pittsburgh business luanand prominent Pres-
byterian 8.S spokesman for the metropolitan materialist and an attractive
l.Willa Cather, The Song of the ~, p. 265.
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young soprano to answer. Marshall McKann~the conservative citizen, was
hostile to fads, enthusiasms, and all changes except in mining machinery
and methods of transportation. He went unwillingly to a concert one even-
ing with his wife and her friends. Later that night he discovered that
the singer , Kitty Ayrshire, was on the same train which he was taking to
NewYork for a business trip. They had a brief conversation, after which
Kitty maliciously left him one of her gold slippers to rem.emberher by.
l'vIcKann.proud of his virtues and material success. confessed a "natural
distrust" of anything not practical. He accused art and artists of sham,
affectation, self-indulgence, and feeding on the hectic emotions. 'l'he
artist replied that his standards were narrow, full of custom-ll~de preju-
dices and self-righteousness that saved him the trouble of thinking.
Your morality seems to me the compromise of cowardice, apologetic
and sneaking. ~Jhenrighteousness becomes alive and burning, you
ha+e it as much as you do beauty. Youwant a little of each in
your life, perhaps--adulterated, sterilized. with the sting taken
out.l
The attitude of obscurantism toward art is related to the material-
ist's owncowardice and shrinking from experience. Perhaps McKannwas
•afraid really to be tested and took refuge behind his sane opinions. Else-
where. Miss Cather has considered middle-class life in the newWestern
town and concluded that every individual taste,
• • • every natural appetite, was bridled by caution. 'I'he people
••• tried to live like the mice in their ownkitchens; to make
no noise, to leave no trace, to slip over the surface of things in
the dark.2
The Plight of the Artist in America
"The DiamondMine," in presenting the artist's tempestuous private
life, sunwarizes the debilitating a~nosphere of derision and challenge
l.Willa Ca-ther, "A Gold Slipper," Youth and the Bright l'vledusa,p.l62.
ZvVilla Cather, ~ Antonia, (Boston: HoughtonMifflin, 1918) p. 250.
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which surrounds him$ and the story illustrates the plight of the artist
in America. Contrasted with the successful artist in this story are her
materialistic family, friends, and husbands--parasites who sap her vital-
ity. In a series of sketches, the story tells of the rise and fall of
Cressida Gar-nec, a soprano. She had escaped from -Westernprovincialism
and succeeded because of her efficiency, high principles, and great driv-
ing power. But success did not bring happiness. She was a solitary
figure, misunderstood and unappreciated by those nearest to her. consid-
ered merely as a "d'i.amond mine, II a source of money and influence. Her
acquaintances were either tiresome idolators or untalented people hoping
to get ahead. 'rhemembers of her family, filled with "bilious. unenter-
prising envy,1Iwere enemies. Finally, heartbroken and financially ruined
by an unscrupulous husband, Cressida was lost on the lI'fitanic.1I The family
wrangled shamefully over her clothes and jewels.
'rhatprofessional life is strenuous is illustrated in both IIThe
Diamond Mine II and ~ Song of the Lark. Practice, rehearsals, and perform-
ances make a full schedule. So do long tours, both in America and abroad,
and ol:;hed sire for social life and the obligation to entertain. All of
this, together with the constant pressure of competition, financial ex-
pense, and the irresponsibility of most of the people he attraots, tends
to sap the artist of physical and emotional vitality. In addition to the
demands of professional life, the artist is constantly harrassed by his
family, whose influence he can never completely escape. Additional dema.nds
are made on his time and money. He is asked to contribute to the support
of indigent parents. lazy brothers and sisters, and other relatives. Be
is criticized if he does not meleefrequent trips home to be exhibited to
curious neighbors and local women's clubs. He is reproved for not writing
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long, "newsy!! letters that reveal all his personal feelings. He is de-
nounced for bringing "disgrace!!to the family if he gets any kind of un-
pleasant publicity.
Beoause the artist has so little time in which to lead a "normal"
life and because he inevitably appeals to the acquisitive instincts in
people who hope to profit from his work or friendship, he is singularly
unlucky in his personal relationships. He leads, of necessity. a double
lii'e. "A professional personality doesn't leave one with much personal
personality.lI Willa Cather explains this statement in her preface to
•
•As Thea Kronborg is more and more released into the dramatic and
musical possibilities of her profession, as her artistic life grows
fuller and richer. it becomes more interesting to her than her own
life •••• Her human life is made up of exacting engagements and
dull business detail; of shifts to evade an.idle. gaping world which
is determined that no artist shall ever do his best. ReI' artistic
life is the only one in which she is happy, or free. or even very
real •••• the harrassed. susceptible human creature comes and goes,
subject to colds, brokers, dressmakers, managers. But the free
creature, who retains her youth and beauty and warm imagination. is
kept shut up in the closet, along with the scores and wigs.l•
Because the mater:i_alistcannot understand the life of the imagination" he
at-tacksthe artist on purely personal grounds. •
The plight of the artist anyvrhere.but particularly in ~nerica,
is that his life is a constant struggle, for "a beginning, for growth,
and at last for eminence and perfection." He receives absolutely no help
•or encouragement from his environment. (The help he does receive comes
from those who. like him. are misfits.) Instead, he meets discouragement
and erunity. sometimes defeat. This, combined with the emotional and
physical demands of professional life, of personal life, and of creative
effort itself. drains the artist of life-sustaining energy.
\Yilla Cather, The Song of the Lark. Preface to the 1936 edition.
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The Source of Artistic Inspiration
Creative effort, by its very nature. is devitalizing. Henry
James says that the "province of art is all life. all feeling. all obser-
vation, all vision. ,,1 He states that the artist must have the "power
to guess the unseen from the seen, to trace the implication of things. ,,2
Creative effort is the attempt to illustrate through some artistic medium
an idea, to reproduoe feelings and reactions. It is the artist's attempt
to extend an interpretation of life beyond the scope of individual exper-
ience for both himseU' and his audience. Thus, the artist's imaginative
life, as well as his personal life, is a drain on his vitality. Willa
Cather believes that it is at the mOlllentof physical and emotional ex-
haustion that the artist beoomes aware of something profound. a feeling
whioh sets him apart from obher people. In tracing the implication of
things he feels an almost mystical identification with all of humanity.
'rheaKronborg, having arrived 'at a standstill in her musical
studies, went to a ranch in .Arizonafor a rest. Ili/hilethere. she explored
a canyon in which was an ancient Cliff-Dweller city. She wandered around
in the empty houses looking for fragments of pottery and climbed the
same trails the Indians had I used. She triedro imagine how the women felt
as they carried water or as they decorated their cooking pots. As Thea
contemplated a potsherd, she realized, for the first time, that these pre-
historic people had the same urge she had, to be an instrument for beauty:
Food, fire, water, and sQ~ething else--even here. in this crack
in the world, so far back in the night of the pasb t Down here at the
begirming that painful thing was a.lreadystirring; the seed of sorrow,
and of so much delight.3
erican
1941) •
lHenry James. "I'heArt of 1<'iction,"in Norman Foerster (ed.), .AlU-
Poetr~ and Prose. Part II (3rd ed ,, Boston: Houghton li/lifflinCo-:-;-
p. 11 5-.-
2Ibid q p. 1142.
3Willa Cather, ~Song of ~Lark, p. 305.
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Katharine Gaylord, the heroine of "A Death in the Desert," gave her version
of how this realization of the history and continuity of the creative urge
affected a composer~
Adriance sat staring at the fire with all the weariness of all his
life in his eyes. and of all the other lives t.hatmust aspire and
suffer to make up one such life as his. Somehow the wind with all
its world-pain had got into the room, and the cold rain was in our
eyes. and the wave came up in both of us at once--that awful vague.
universal pain, that cold fea.rof life and death and God and hope ••• 1
'rheaKronborg's reaction to the potsherds of the Cliff-Dwellers reflected
this feeling that the creative effort was essentially painful and that it
involved a sense of the common struggle, pain, fortitude, doubt, and aspir-
ation of all mankind:
These potsherds were like fetters that bound one to a long chain of
human endeavor •••• The Cliff-Dwellers had lengthened her past.
She had older and higher obligations.2
A consciousness of obligation to the past is the "illusion. ridiculous or
sublime" that awakens an artist and renews his inspiration. It is also
the source of his pledge, his necessity. to do his best.
The Nature of Artistic Success
Willa Cather believes that although creative effort is essentially
painful, it brings spiritual rewards, one of which is an expansion of per-
sonal experience to include and understand the general experience of the
race. The realization that one's own happiness or spiritual torment is
common to all of humanity, in fact, is peculiar to humanity. gives courage
and new hope. It also gives direction to creative effort and to personal
experience--a pattern of meaning. Inasmuch as any idealistic person suffers
because he feels a lack of purpose and direction, both in his own life and
in the lives of others, it would seem that such a sense of common identity
p. 297.
lWilla Cather, "A Death in the Desert," Youth ~ the Bright Medusa,
2Willa Cather, The Song of the Lark, pp. 306-08.
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is what he is searching f'or , To the artist, who perhaps feels and suffers
most because his work is the expression and interpretation of human ex-
perience. this particular reward is the most satisfying.
Another reward is posited in "Coming. Aphrodite\" The story pre-
sents two young unknown artists, a voice student and a painter, who met in
Greenwich Village during the first decade of this century and had a brief
love affair before going their separate ways. DonHedger, a former student
of C~zfl.nne, was an impoverished painter who was not a "marketable pr-oduot "
because he wanted to paint what people think and feel. Artistic integrity
is contrasted with oompromise in the form of Eden Bower, the singer. 'ro
her there was only one kind of real success. She asked:
"What's the use of being a great painter if nobody knows about you?
• 1!lhydon't you paint the kind of pictures people can understand,
and then, after you're suocessful" do whatever you like?"l
Hedger replied: !fApublic only wants what has been done over and over.
11mpainting for painters--who haven't been born." Both of them got what
they wan ced , Hedger became "a great name with all the young men," but with-
out prosperity; Eden Bower achieved spectacular success, but a rather
empty, ephemeral sucoess which she res.lized would be gone when the lights
on the marquee went out. lftfilla Cather defines real success as fidelity
to arti.stic principle. not concern with immediate conunercial reward.
'I'he rewards of an essentially painful creative effort, then, are
two-fold: (1) The sense of achievement in accordance with obligations to
the past, and (2) the sense of achievement in accordance with obligations
to the future.
The Contribution of Art and the Artist to Life
Art, to Miss Cather, is the favorite target of ma. terialism. It is
p.' 66.
lWilla Cather, "Coming, Aphrodite t," Youth and ~ Bright Medusa,
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criticized, as we have seen, for being non-essential, unrelated to the
lIrealitiesll of life, the physical and eoonomic struggle for existence.
But man has spiritual as well as physical needs. Although only a few are
gifted with the talent and desire for artistio creation, almost everybody
desires and receives pleasure from beautiful things. From the very be-
ginning, man has deoorated his person, his home. and his utensils--an extra
effort that has seldom added to utility. Today, the demand for beautiful
clothes, houses, and utensils has led to the manufacture of so-called lux-
ury goods and to the attendant increase in employment and standard of
living. In addition to the demand for "extr-as,tI man craves something to
occupy his leisure time: recreation and amusement. Many people are not
satisfied with the more superficial amusements; they crave thought-provoking ,
entertainment that gives pleasure in proportion to the understanding and
appr-ecLation they +hemseIvee contribute. Certainly this type of enjoyment
is the highest pleasure man is capable of, and is contingent on his emo-
tional capacities.
All the demands of modern man for pleasure in one form or another
are met. Many people make their livelihood from the Uarts." They design
clothing and buildings. inven-tgames. play musical instruments. Likewise.
many people are engaged in painting piotures. writing books. or composing
music, activities that will meet man's demand for the highest pleasure.
Some of these products of creative effort will live to be a heritage for
future generations. The artist, then, n~kes a basic contribution to life,
to both the present and the future. I'her-eare other, derivative, contri-
butions, which are social and economic, as well as spiritual. Kitty
Ayrshire in "A Gold Slipper," spoke of the contributions of the artist in
these words;
"One should give pleasure to others •••• One should help others
who are less fortunate; at present I am supporting just eight people,
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besides those I hire. • • • One should make personal sacrifices.
r do; I give money and time and effort to talented students. Oh,
I give something much more than thatl ••• I give, to the really
gifted ones, my wish. my desire. my light, if I have any; and that,
Mr. Worldly Wiseman::-is like giving one's bLoodl It's the kind of
thing you prudent people never give."l
In addition to giving the highest pleasure in the form of an interpretation
of experience, the artist creates jobs for others. (At least a part of
the entertai:mnent industry exists because of him.) liepersonally supports
relatives who might nOG live so well if it were not for his financial
success. He sacrifices time. money, and energy to help others, by teach-
ing. providing opportunities, and giving advice. In fact, he is one of
the few external sources of encouragement for a student of serious art.
The artist is far from useless; he performs an essential spiritual, econ-
omie, and social function.
The Pathos of the Artistic Individual Whose
Desires are Incoherent or Misleading
Some people are artistic by temperament but Lackd.ng in talent,
knowledge, or real appreciation of meanings. They yearn inordinately for
a spiritual satisfaction which they are totally inoapable of attaining by
creative powers. Willa Cather saw that intense dissatisfaction with ugli-
ness may come to be manifested in a neurotic restlessness, involving
attempts at emotional "escapes" by over-stimulating the imagination. The
essential balance between practicali t~rand desire begins to be upset, and
psychologically the result is one of two things: either insanity, in which
the dream world becomes the reality, or revolt, inadvertent and unearned,
that is spiritually destructive.
Both of these consequences are implied in "Paul's Case." Paul was
one of the other boys who got under the wheels, mentioned in "The sculptor's
lWilla Cather, "A Gold Slipper," Youth and the Bright Medusa,
pp. 159-60.
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Funeral. n Like that story. Paul's story exposes the narrovmess that fails
to understand sensitive natures. Because his longing for beauty in life
led to unconventional behavior and ostracism by uncomprehending teachers
and family, Paul revolted in the only way he saw. To escape an intolerable
middle-class atmosphere, he embezzled a small sum of money and escaped to
New York to live in a dream world for a week among the glamorous crowds
in the Waldorf's lobby and d ining rooms. The money gone and faced with re-
turn to the insufferable reality of home, he committed suicide by throwing
himself in front of a train.
Paul was an artist only in his sensitivity and imaginative powers.
Beauty to him meant artificiality. He had no creative urge. Miss Cather
explains his "morbid desire for cool things and soft lights and fresh
flowers" in these words:
Perhaps it was because, in Paul's world, the natural nearly al-
vl8.yswore the guise of ugliness. that a certain element of artifici-
ality seemed to him necessary in beauty. Perhaps it was because his
experience with life elsewhere was so full of Sabbath-school picnics,
petty economies. wholesome advice as to how to succeed in life, and
the unescapable odors of oooking, that he found this existence so
alluring, these smartly clad men and women so attractive •• .1
'l'rainedto petty economies, Paul believed the.t money in itself was impor-
tant because it could buy such things as champagne, good clothes, and
the "Bl.ue Danube" of hotel orchestras. His revolt was .meanang.Les a because
it was merely a rejection of 1tugly" materialism for "beautiful" material-
ism. Although he instinctively rose above himself in the final symbolism
of the story when he refused to desecrate the rose in his lapel, he had
to suffer for his "r-evoIt against -the homilies by which the world is run."
In this story Vfilla Cather came very near to a "case study." showing how
the frustrated idealist. in his misdirected desire for the material trappings
lWilla Cather. "Paul's Case," Youth and the Bright Medusa, pp. 215-16.
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of artistic success, had lost sight of the real meaning of artistic revolt.
His suicide, irresponsible and pathetic, was the only solution apparent
to him.
The dowdiness of the provincial West and the glitter of the cosmo-
poli tan East in the works discussed, together with the contemptible figure
of the materialist and the admirable figure of the artist, seem to be an
over-simplification of both character and circumstances. 'l'he bitterness
of Miss Cather's early criticism of materialism, which is never agad,n quite
so dogmatic, suggests a youthful. somewhatadolescent. rebellion of an ed-
ucated and talented person who. seeking intellectual companionship and ar-
tistic opportunity. is momentarily fascinated by certain superficiali ties'~
Willa Cather was only nineteen when she left Nebraska and "plunged East-
ward to cultivated joys like music, and human relations of which she had
heretofore been starved."l Elizabeth Sergeant. whowrites of Willa Cather
as a personal friend, says:
• • • Willa Cather's pa.ssion for a.rtists, especially musical ar-tists.
[which] has been second only to her passion for pioneers--may be
taken as a sort of commenbaz-yon the contacts of the full and a rdenc
Pittsburgh years. supplemented by those of NewYork•••• If you
want to knowhowNewYork looked to a young womanof twenty-eight,
spurred by an artistic ambition, read that gl orious short story,
"Coming, Aphrodite t," which has in it the old, the real Washington
Square • • .2
Miss Cather herself gives us a glimpse of how it must have impressed her.
'I'he narrator of ~ Mortal Enemy. a young girl of fifteen who lived in a
small Illinois town and went to NewYork to spend the Christmas fortnight,
had this to say:
It [l~ewYork] seemed to me so neat, after the ruggedness of our V'ies-
tern Cities; so protected by good manners and courtesy--like an open-
air drawing room.3
Alfred
lElizabeth Shepley Sergeant, Fire Under the Andes, (NewYork:
A. Knopf, 1927), p. 271.
2 Ibid., p. 272.
3Willa Cather, .Ml. MOrtal Enemy. (NewYork: Alfred A. Knopf, 1926),
p. 34.
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Their talk quite took mybreath away; they said such exciting and
fantastic things about pecpLe , books, IDusic--anything; they seemed
to talk a kind of highly flavoured special language.l
In 1922 when Ivliss Cather looked back at her first novel. Alexander's
Bridge, written in 1911 and set in the theatres, restaurants, and drawing
rooms of Boston and London, she called the subject matter of her early work
lithe thrill of noveLtiy ;" lithe glitter of the passing show;" and said, a1-
most apologetically:
'I'he people and the places of the story interested me intensely at
the time it vvaswritten because they were new to meand were in
themselves attractive.2
It is apparent that Willa Cather's dissatisfaction with contempor-
ary life was first revealed as a revolt from the bleak prairie and pro-
vincial small town. In the East she found people whowere serisLt.Lve ,
generous, impulsive. Whenshe becamemore experienced, she found these
qualities in the pioneers, but she never found them in the contemporary
materialist.
Willa Ca'-Gher,however, was too sensible to be influenced long by
the new and purely exotic. She did not sentirnentalize the artist when she
wrote about him,3 and she was as quick to detect sham in the East as in
the Nest. She never became IIarty •II She was not blind to the pathetic
elements in the artist I s life which arise from his ownpassionate nature.
She saw that. an artist. also. could be irresponsible. conceited, and mater-
ialistic. She understood that the luxurious stage properties of artistic
success could mislead young people into neuroses and crime.
1Willa Cather, ~ liIlortal Enemy, p. 54.
2-Willa Cather, Alexander's Bridge, (Boston: houghton Mifflin Co, ,
19~~2),Preface.
311Simplyand vividly told, they [the stories in Youth and the Bright
MedusaJ are studies of the artistic temperament. In them, there is none of
the usual sentimentalizing about the artist." Latrobe Carroll, "Willa
Sibert Cather,1I 'rhe Bookman,.LIII (l\Ifay,1921). 215.
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Onemay conclude that even +hough these early stories of the
artist and materialist are too selective and simplified. they are we11-
rounded and essentially true. The criticism of maber-Ls.Ldsm and the ac-
companying bigotry and moral repressions is justified and to the point.
The quality of'irilla Cather's insight into the austere nature of artistic
inspiration and the contribution of artistic effort to i~he life of the
spirit is deserving of attention and applause. One critic has said that
these stories "might well be called a plea for a more intelligent. more
sympathetic understanding of the artist's position. a more generous appre-
ciation of all that he gives to the world. "1
lRene' Rapin, Willa Cather. ("Modern ilJ:nericanWritars Series"; New
York: Robert M. McBride & ce.., 1930), p. 54.
CRAP'rERIII
'fHE TRANSrr IONFROMIDEALISMTOMATERIALISM
The preceding chapter has shown the struggle of the artist in
America against the spirit of materialism. 'I'he emphasis was on the ar-
tist as a personality and a force, tor he was able to overcome an un-
favorable environment because of his great spiritual stamina. The indict-
ment of lila terialism and of the contemporary '\"lest is unmistakable. The
next group of .Miss Cather's wo rks selected for study, .2.Pioneers~ (1913)..
~Antonia (1918). :!Lost Lady (1923). and the short story, "TwoFriends.1I
from the 1932 collection, Obscure Destinies, deals principally with life
in the far Middle West where she had gro,w up. In these stories she shows
the original pioneer in conflict with harsh frontier conditions and re-
veals the change that camewith increasing prosperity and the dominance
of I:;own life. The change. she shows. was a degeneration of character, not
a development.
Growing up in Nebraska during the 1880' sand 1890' s , Willa Cather
witnessed the rise of money-minded.nesswhich came as a result of the gen-
eral economic insecurity during that period and.which increased the ranks
of the town-dwelling middle class. 'I'he relative independence and isola-
tion of the pioneer was changed by the increase in population and the
necessity to exchange Nhat he produced for things he could not produce and
which were now available. Inasmuch as the town was the trading center.
the farmer became more and more dependent on it, not only economically.
but SOCially and culturally as well. At first the farmer had gone to town
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to sell his wheat and livestock and to buy sugar and cloth; later he went
to to-wnfor recrea:cion and to buy flour and ready-made clothes. As the
-Gowncame to dominate rural life. he even got ready-made opinions there.
In the town itself, the middle class was on the up-grade. As busi-
ness increased, so did the value of the dollar in the minds of most people.
Soon it was not enough to make a reasonable profit on investment and ser-
vice. NJanybegan to look about for opportunities to make a great deal of
money by taking advantage of those who were less fortunate. They bought
up defaulted mortgages and rented the land back to the farmer; they specu-
lated with money held in trust and, under the law. escaped liability to
their creditors. Their margin of profit was usually great. This kind of
business "enterprise II not only forced those who had no surplus .money into
poverty and debt but also set a bad precedent. Average people began to
adopt the ideas and practices of the major exploiters. They, too. became
greedy. and took unfair advantage of whomever they could for petty profit.
Many of the sons and daughters of the pioneers. the early hard-
ships over, moved to town to work or to go into business. They imitated
the manners and customs of the rich. They built houses as fine as they
could afford (sometimes finer than they could afford). They bought the
same kind of clothes and furniture. sent their children to the same schools,
gave their daughters piano and china-painting lessons and their sons arith-
metic lessons. In short. they became "genteel.1I Realizing, however. that
they could never compete with -t;hewealthy, they momentarily accepted their
status, jealously guarded it. and hoped eventually to make enough money
to be admitted to the really privileged class. The great American myth of
the poor boy who became a millionaire overnight gained such a hold on the
individual's ~nagination that he strove to rise out of his class rather
than to reform it. The tendency was not to rebel. but to conform.
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Forming a society of their own, small business men and salaried
workers snubbed those who did menial labor or remained in the country,
isolated from the "cultural advantages" of town life. Being a small but
powerful minority. they imposed their opinions of getting ahead and their
standards of conduct on the young people of their own and of the lower
economic class. They oonsidered those who did not coni'ormlazy and "no-
account." They even set up a society of blood that excluded anyone not
of Protestant .Anglo-Saxon origin as "inferior."
'I'he rise of middle-class materialism accounted for the "sunset
of the pioneer" and the attendant loss of honesty, loyalty, and forth-
rightness in American life. This loss is what Willa Cather laments, and
the new gentility, with all its ugliness. complacency, and hostility to
real experience, is the barren, n~terialistic Western world which she
criticizes.l
During the seventeen years ~lissCather spent in the East (1895-
1912) before she wrote her pioneer novels, she made frequent trips home
to Nebraska and noted, as only a visitor could, the changes that were
transforming the open country she loved into the modern rural ])JJiddleW st
with its neat. fenced fields and straight, paved roads that led to town.
After her first unsuccessful novel, Miss Cather heeded the advice of
Sarah Orne Jewett to write about what she knew best.2
l"She was, indeed, a pioneer in the twentieth century 'revolt from
·thevillage, f and she spared no scorn in describing the provincial spirit.
It had created the life of a Idung-hill ~I of petty existences, of 'little
people I and a small humanity, of stingy hates and warping avarice ·thatmade
generous spirits shrivel and ardent natures die." Morton D. Zabel, "Willa
Cather,1IThe Nation, CLXIV (June, 1947), 714.
2Willa Cather met Sarah Orne Jewett late in the winter of 1908 at
the home of Mrs. -Jame s Fields. widow of a Boston pubL'i.she r, where Miss
Cather had gone on a magazine assignment. She tells about the meeting in
an essay, "148 Charles Street," contained in Not Under Forty.
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One of the first really helpful words r ever heard from an older
vrriter. I had from Sarah Orne Jewett when she said to me: "Of
course, one day you will write about your own country. In the
meantime. get all you can. One must know the world so well be-
fore one can know the parish ."1
For the subject matter of her next novel. :MissCather turned to the Ne-
braska of her youth. and when £ Pioneerst was published in 1913. it was
dedicated to Miss Jewett.
This novel. like the others of the pioneer group. began the exam-
ination of the Western scene by first showing its immediate pioneer past
and then showing how the change, after the frontier had filled in. had
affected the characters of both the older and younger generations. The
protagonist in this group is not the developing or successful artist. but
the idealistic individual who has, of necessity. much in common with the
artist. .2. Pioneers t, catching the spirit of Whi trnan's tan-faced children.
covers a period of about seventeen years. The major characters are in-
troduced on a cold January day "thirty years ago" in the country town of
Hanover where they have come to buy supplies. The town was nothing but
a drab line of wooden buildings on each side of a rutted dirt road. with
board sidewalks and hitch bars for the heavy work horses harnessed to farm
wagons. Alexandra Bergson, aged twenty-one. was a tall, strong girl who
"walked rapidly and resolutely, as if she knew exactly where she was going
and what she was going to do nexb ;" Carl Ld.nst r'um., aged fifteen, was "a
thin, frail boy with brooding eyes. • his mouth was too sensi·tivefor
a boy's. The lips had already a little curl of bitterness and skepticism.1I
'I'hey left town in a farm wagon that jolted over the frozen road
which wound back Southwest to the Divide, the grass country.
The homes-l;eadswere few and far apart; here and there a windmill gaunt
against the sky. a sod house crouching in a hollow. But the great
fact was the land itself, which seemed to overwhelm the litj:;lebegin-
nings of human society that struggled in its sombre wastes.2
l'Villa Cather. Alexander's Bridge. Preface to the 1922 edition.
Gwilla Cather, 0 Pd.oneer-sI, (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1913). P> 15.
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The Bergson home s+ead was a log-house OIl a ridge where Jolm Bergson. a
Swedish immigrant, lay dying. He had fought blizzard, drought, hail,
chance=bugs , hog cholera, rattlesnakes, sickness. and debt. and finally
ended where he had started, with the land. His two sons, Lou and Oscar,
were robust boys of seventeen and nineteen, but one was heavy and stupid
and the other. fussy and flighty. Bergson appointed Alexandra. who was
the oldest. head of the farnily and died gratefully.
The boys submitted grudgingly to their sister's management and
broke a little more land each year for the next three years. Then came
three years of drought and failure. "the last struggle of a wild soil
against the encroaching plowshare." A wave of mortgage foreolosures was
demoralizing. Many had already gi-ven up the fight. sold out, and gone
back to Chicago or Iowa. Some traded their homesteads for smaller farms
near the river. Mr. Linstrum went back to St. Louis to work in a cigar
factory. and Alexandra missed his son's companionship. Oscar and Lou
t d t 11 t f tl t . n~~ss Cather says, "Awan e 0 se • 00, or ley were no p~oneers. ~
pioneer should have imagination. should be able to enjoy the idea of things
more than the things themselves."l But lUexandra refused to give up. In-
stead, she mortgaged the farm to buy more land. "Let's try to do like ·the
shrewd ones." she insisted. During the bad years, the real estate men
from town were buying up every bi·t of land they could get from discouraged
farmers. The price would go up, she believed. and in ten years they would
be independent landowners, not grubbing farmers. When they asked her how
she knew' all this, she replied that she fe 1t_ it. "Under the long shaggy
ridges, she felt the future stirring." Miss Cather auras up Alexandra's
relationship with the land in these words:
For the first time, perhaps, since that land emerged from the waters
of geologic ages, a human faoe was set toward it with love and yearn-
ing. It seemed beautiful to her. rich and strong and glorious. Her
lWilla Cather. 2. Pioneers i , v- 48.
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eyes drank: in the breadth of it, until her tears blinded her. 'I'hen
the Genius of the Divide .•the great, free spirit which breathes
acr-os s ac , must have bent lower than it ever bent to a human will
before. The history of ever-ycountry begins in the heart of 8. manor 8. woman. 1
Sixteen years after John Bergson's death, Alexandra's belief in
the fertility and value of the land wasvindice.ted. The frontier was now
a vast checkerboard of wheat and corn. neat farmhouses, big red barns. and
steel windmills. "'rhegrain is so heavy that it bends toward the blade
and cuts like velvet." The people. as well 8.S the land, had changed. The
differenoe that prosperity made was particularly to be noted in Oscar and
Lou, who wer-e now married and had families. Oscar, who had become a pros-
perous farmer and Lou, who had neglected his farm to become a "political
agitator.1I were interested only in money and prestige. Carl Linstrwn re-
turned for a visit. He had learned engraving and worked in St. Louis,
Chicago. and New York, and still poor, was planning to go to the Klondike.
Carl stayed for a month. and Oscar and Lou began to worry that Alexandra
would marry him and they would not get her land when she died. At first-,
they tried to bully her, saying that they had merely "humored" her because
she "liked to manage," that it was their hard work that had brought pros-
perity. that the "property of a family belongs to the men of the family,
because they are held responsible _ and because they do the work." Finally,
they tried to ridicule her for thinking of ffiarriagewhen she was nearly
forty, especially to a "loafer.1I
A year later, after Alexandra t s younger brother. whom she had sent
to college, was murdered by the jealous husband of a neighbor woman, Carl
oame back and she decided at last to marry him. But as for the land, it
belonged to the future, not to individuals.
~illa Cather. 0 Pioneers~. p. 65.
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"Vie come and go, but the land is always here. .And the people who
love it and understand it are the people who own it--for a little
while.1I1
~ Antonia is centered about a Bohemian girl who had been a child-
hood friend of a wealthy New York lawyer. Now disillusioned by material-
ism. he felt that Antonia represented the "preoious. the incommunicable
past ," The story begins in Nebraska of the 1880's when newcomers from
Europe had to face incredibly primitive conditions in their fight to make
the land habitable. In this novel are several glimpses of the open prairie
whioh Willa Cather loved to recall.
There seemed nothing to see; no fences, no creeks or trees. no hills
or fields. If there was a road, I could not make it out in the
faint starlight. 'I'he r-ewas nothing but land; not a country at all;
but the material out of which oountries are made.2
As a little boy. ten years old, Jim Burden arrived in Black Hawk on the
same train with the Shimerda family. Bohemian immigrants who could not
speak English. Jim, recently orphaned in Virginia. was going to live on
a farm with his grandparents; the Shimerdas would be their nearest neighbors.
They had bought the unbroken homestead of a fellow countryman for much more
than it was worth, and they almost starved to death during the first winter
in the new world. Their house was a cave in the bank of a draw, they had
no heavy clothing, and they were forced to eat prairie dogs, members of
the rat family.
Mr. Shliuerdawas a frail, stoop-shouldered man, dignified but mel-
ancholy. a skilled weaver and musician, but not a farmer. His wife was a
greedy and complaining woman, expecting charity, envious of others, even
boastful. The oldest son, Ambrosch. was untrustworthy. surly to his mother
and contemptuous toward his father. One of the children was an idiot.
The oldest daughter, Antonia, resembled her father in his best qualities.
lWilla Cather. £ Pioneers!. p. 308.
2Willa Cather. ~ Antonia, p. 8.
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She was a pretty girl of fourteen, generous, light-hearted 1 intelligent,
and uncomplaining, but opinionated, naive, and stubborn.
The Burdens, Jim's grandparents. helped the Shimerdas all they
could, though they disliked their bad qualities. Mr. Shimerda, who had
not wanted to come to America, was not able to fight the first hard win-
ter. In the middle of a January blizzard. he went down -GO the barn and
shot himself. When spring came, Ambrosch built a log-house for the family,
and Antonia worked in the fields and hired out as a hand. Gradually they
began to earn a decent living.
Three years later the Burdens moved into Black Hawk where Jinl
could go to high school. It was a clean, new prairie town but completely
lifeless~ As he grew up. young Jim could find little anlusement. The
only lights that remained on after nine O'clock were in the drug store,
the saloon, and the depot. His grandfather, a strict Baptist. disapproved
of Jim's going down to the saloon, and Jim got tired of listening to the
old men in the drug store talk politics and of hearing the station master
talk about Omaha or Denver. "where there was some life." Jim used to pace
up and down the streets, looking at the dark, flimsy houses. and thinking
of the jealousy and envy they managed to contain.
The life that went on in them seemed to me made up of evasions and
negations; shifts to save cooking, to save washing and cleaning.
devices to propitiate the tongue of gossip. This guarded mode of
existence was like living under a tyranny. People's speech, their
voices. their very glances. became furtive and repressed.1
'I'he Burdens. feeling; sorry that Antonia had to work in the fields
like a man, got her a job as cook with their next door neighbors. the
llarlings. By now, a number of country girls were working in town as ser-
varrbs, wai tresses ~ Laundr-y girls. seamstresses. These "mred girlS11 were
cheerful and lively; they enjoyed their work and pleased their employers,
lvVilla Cather. !;L Antonia. pp. 249-50.
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and they sent much-needed money back to the farms to help their families.
One SUl~mer a dancing pavillion was set up on a vacant lot and
proved a very popular place for the more liberal townspeople, and for trav-
alling salesmen. railroad men, Round House mechanics, delivery boys. the
iceman, and nearby farmhands. Even lithe young men who belonged to the Pro-
gressive Euchre Club used to drop in late and risk a tiff with their sweet-
hearts and general condemnation for a walt~ with 'the hired girls. ,II But
class distinction separated these lively iIllJnigrantgirls from t.he other
young people in town, a distinction Jim Burden deplored but could not ig-
nore beoause ~ven the disapprobation of people he did not admire hurt him.
In the following excerpt, Miss Cather describes the hired girls, explains
the social barrier, and gives the general flavor of middle-class town
life:
There was a curious social situation in Black Hawk. All the young
men felt the attraction of the fine, well-set-up country girls who
had come to town to earn a living, and. in nearly every case, to
help the father s·truggle out of debt •••• Physically, they were
almost a race apart. and out-of-door work had given t.hem a vigor
which, when they got over their first shyness on coming to +own ,
developed into a positive carriage and freedom of movement, and
made them conspicuous among Black Hawk women.
,. . . . . . . . . . . . " .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. ..
The daughters of Black Hawk merchants had a coni'ident, uninquir-
ing belief tha·t they were "refined, 11 and that the country girls. who
''worked out, 11 were not. • • • If I told my schoolmates that Lena
Lingard's grandfather was a clergyman. and much respected in Norway,
they looked at me blankly. • • • All foreigners were ignorant people
who couldn't speak English.. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
The Black Hawk boys looked forward to marrying Black Hawk girls.
and living in a brand-new little house with best chairs that must
not be sat upon, and hand-painted china. that must not be used ••••
The country girls were considered a menace to the social order.
Their beauty shone out too boldly against a conventional background.
But anxious mothers need have felt no alarm. 'rhey mistook the
mettle of their sons. The respect for respectability was stronger
than any desire in Black Hawk youth.l
Soon Antonia and the other girls earned a reputation for being "too free
lViilla Cather. 3Y. Antonia, pp , 225-29.
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and easy." When l\I'.a:. Harling forbade her to go to the dances I Ant.cnf.aquit
and went to work for Wick Cutter. "the merciless Black Hawkmoney-lender.
a man of evil name throughout the country." She was rescued from his
sneaking attempt to seduce her~ only to be seduced later by Larry Donovan,
a passenger conductor on the Burlington whowas "a kind of professional
ladies' man. II
gle was] one of those train-crew aristocrats who are always afraid
-that some one may ask them to put up a car-window. and who, if re-
quested to perform such a menial service. silently point to the
button that calls the porter.l
Believing his offer of marriage to be sincere. she had gone with him to
Denver, but after a week or two he deserted her. and she was forced to re-
turn to the farm, soon to discover that she was pregnant. For a while
Antonia worked in the fields for her brother. She then married a young
Bohemian and had a happy life. l~nty years later, Jim Burden. now a
legal counsel for a Western railroad, returned to Nebraska and visited
Antonia. He found her still lively and vivacious, the mother of twelve
children.
Q Pioneers 1 and ~ Antonia drrul~tize the struggles of the immigrant
homesteader in Nebraska. Alexandra, with a good start, won prosper-Ley and
personal happiness. Arrtoru.a , lidth nothing to build on. struggled against
the soil. social discrimination, and the most embittering of womant s ex-
periences. Yet she managed to salvage contentment and security. v'fuereas
Alexandra had to over-comethe defeatist attitude in her brothers (Later,
she was secure and powerful enough to ignore or to be amused by their mat-
erialism.), Antonia's was a different and more complex situation. She
was more easily influenced by people and by her family. In fact, she was
their servant, not their manager. Whenshe went to tovm. to help support
them, her naivete and stubbornness worked to her disadvantage. Alexandra
!willa Cather. ~ Antonia. p. 343.
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always had foresight and an independence that came from rational calcu-
lation; she was stubborn only after she had satisfied herself tll!>;tshe
was right. Antonia ignored good advice and drifted from one job to an-
other until finally she was almost defeated. Her salvation was the result
of retreat to a less complex world. But the freedom of the frontier was
passing from the Amer-Lcan scene.
No sooner did the pioneer appear and set to work than the results
of his labor brought about his extinction as a "type." In a passage from
~ Antonia which approximates poetry and has been often quoted. the end
of +he pioneer as a personality and a force is symbolized by a plow seen
against the setting sun. The sununer before Jim Burden went away to col-
lege, he and the hired girls went for a day 1s outing. Sitting on the bank
of a stream watching the sun go down, they talked about the hardness of
the early days and of their hopes for a better future.
Presently we saw a curious thing: There were no clouds, the
sun was going down in a limpid. gold-washed sky. Just as the lower
edge of the red disc rested on the high fields against the horizon,
a great black figure suddenly appeared on the face of the sun. We
sprang to our feet, straining our eyes toward it. In a moment we
realized what it was. On some upland farm, a plough had been left
standing in the field. 'I'he sun was sinking just behind it. Magni-
field across the distance by the horizontal light, it stood out
against the sun , was exactly contained within the circle of the
disc; the hand Le s , the tong;ue, the share--black against the molten
red. There it was, heroic in size, a picture writing; on the sun.l
!::. Lost Lady completes the story of the pioneer by concentrating on
the aristocratic element of frontier society which had not been previously
dealt with by Mis s Cather. In the first chapt.e.r, she explains that in
the 1870's and 1880's there were two distinct social strata in the prairie
states--the homesteaders and laborers. and the bankers and other business
men who came from the Atlantic seaboard. The early entrepreneurs, who had
lw"iUa Cather, !y:. Antonia, p. 279.
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followed the settlers to build railroads and towns and turn the natural
resources of the earth into useful products, were pioneers. too. They
blazed trails of their own, invested their energy and money and even their
lives. This novel is the story of four people: Captain Forrester, his
wife, Ivy Peters, and Niel Herbert.
Captain Daniel Forrester was a Civil 'War vetera.n and a contractor
who had built hundreds of miles of the Burlington Railroad. One of the
"railroad aristocracy, II he lived in a big house on several acres of Land
just outside the town of Sweet Water. His beautiful wife, twenty-five
years younger than he, made his house a favorite with his friends. The
Captain was a dignified, courteous, and imposing figure, a natural leader
of men, an individualist. He was also an idealist, for his "secretll of
success was that ambiguous thing, dreaming with a plan. He said:
". • • a thing that is dreamed of in the way I mean. is already an
accomplished fact. All our great West has been developed from such
dreams; the homesteader's and the prospector 1s and the contractor IS.
We dreamed the railroads across the mountains ••• 111
Captain Forrester fell from his horse one day and never completely recov-
ered his heal-tho Now. he and his wife could not afford to go to Denver
and Colorado Springs every winter. A few years later J a savings bank: in
Denver. of which he was one of the directors, failed. Faced with £'inan-
cial disaster or what he considered dishonesty, Captain Forrester unhesi-
tatingly chose to make up the losses out of his own pocket. He turned
over his secur-Lt Les to the depositors; all he had left was his property
in Sweetv'\fater and his pension. His friend, Judge Pomme r-oy , explained
the Captain's position to H~s. Forrester:
The depositors were wage earners; railroad employes, mechanics,
and day labourers, many of whom had at some time worked for Captain
F'orrester. His was the only well-known name among the bank officers,
p. 55.
lWilla Cather, ! Lost Lady, (New York: Alfred A. Knopf. 1923),
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it was the name which promised security and fair treatment to his
old workmen and friends. The other directors "werepromt.smg young
business men wi"th many irons in the fire •••• they had refused to
come up to the scratch and pay their losses like gentlemen. They
claimed the" bank was insolvent, not through unwise investments or
mismanagement. but because of a nation-wide financial panic ••••
They argued that the fair thing to do was to share the loss with the
depositors; to pay them fifty cents on "the dollar •••• Captain
Forrester had stood firm that not one of the depositors should lose
a dollar •••• That was what a man of honour was bound to do.l
Immediately after returning from Denver, Captain J:t'orrester had a stroke.
With no servants, his wife nursed him and did all the housework. To bring
in a little money, she rented a portion of the land to Ivy Peters, a local
lawyer and business man. who put it into wheat. Peters visited his wheat
field and the Forrester home frequently and was extremely rude to the Cap-
tain. In his helplessness, Captain Forrester was forced to accept the
aid and discourtesy of the kind of materialistic young man represented by
the bank directors.
Judge Pommer-oy, in oommerrti.ng on what had happened at Denver, said:
liMyGod, Madam. I think I've lived too Long l In myday the
difference between a business man and a scoundrel was bigger than
the difference between a whi"te man and a nigger. n2
Utterly unscrupulous, Ivy Peters was representative of "the new business
world. He had leased the Forrester land and drained the meadow. Niel
Herbert. the narrator of the story and staunch friend of the Forresters,
felt that this destruction of something beautiful was symbolic of the mat-
erialistic spirit:
By draining the marsh Ivy had obliterated a few acres of some-
thing he hated, though he could not name it, and had asserted his
powE1rover the people who had loved those unproductive meadowsfor
their idleness and silvery beauty.3
lWilla Cather. ! Lost Lady, pp. 90-91-
2Ibid., r - 92.
3Ibid •• p. 106.
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Ivy "'lasproud of his success, and of the money he had made by speculating
in land and cheating Indians. He thoroughly enjoyed seeing the Forresters
facing poverty. actually currying his favor. He ridiculed their former
friends. the men of Captain Ii'orrester's generation.
"Remember all those che sby old boys the Captain used to drive about
in his democrat wagon. and ship in barrels of Bourbon for? Good deal
of bluff about all those old timers. 'I'he panic put them out of thegame .111
In oontrasting men of Captain Forrester's generation with the young-
er generation, Willa Cather states the way she felt about the change:
The Old West had been settled by dreamers. great-hearted adven-
turers who were unpractical to the point of magnificence; a courteous
brotherhood, strong in attack but weak in defense. who could conquer
but could not hold. Now all the vast ·territory they had won was to
be at the mercy of men like Ivy Peters, who had never dared anything,
never risked anything. They would drink up the mirage~ dispel the
morning freshness. root out the great brooding spirit of freedom, the
generous, easy life of the great land-holders. The space, the colour,
the princely carelessness of the pioneer they would destroy and cut
up into profitable bits. as the match factory splinters the primeval
forest. All the way from the Missouri to the mountains this genera-
tion of shrewd young men. trained to petty economies by hard times.
would do exactly what Ivy Peters had done when he drained the For-
rester marsh.2
The pioneer had had the vision and will-power to accomplish great tasks,
and he had lived according to ideals of courage and integrity. But once
he had won the '('vest.a new group of people came in and profited from his
risk and hard work. Willa Cather believed that this second generation of
shrewd young men had succeeded in vulgarizing American life.
Marian Forrester was a beautiful won~ who could enjoy life as long
as she was financially able to maintain her position in society. When faced
with straitened circumstances, however, she did not have the strength of
character to maintain her integrity. Because she had relied too much on
the pleasure that money could buy, she had no inner resources to·fall back
~illa Cather, A ~ Lad~> p , 104.
2Ibid., pp. 106-7.
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on, and her character degenerated. Her defection from pioneer standards
was the shock that cost Niel Herbert his youthful ideals. The triumph of
vulgarity was one thing~ but the lack of moral integrity of a pioneer
1I1ady"was quite another. Niel saw clearly that he had merely idealized
her, that her previous good qualities had been only the reflections of
Captain ,F'orrester's magnificence.
Niel Herbert; Judge Pommeroy ,s nephew. was a young boy of twelve
when +he story began. During his adolescence the Forrester house and the
people who visited there represented beauty and generOSity, and when Cap-
tain Forrester became bedridden he took a year out of college to stay with
them and do what he could. He had lithesatisfaction of those who kept
faith. II M'ter the Captain I s death, he felt there was no hope for the sur-
vival of ideals because w~s. Forrester, who was of the older, better gen-
eration. had been willing to compromise, to submit to the new materialism.
Niel was grateful, however, that he had been permitted to know someone
like the Captain personally. Miss Cather used the sunset image from ~
Antonia in this paragraph which lfu~entsbut acknowledges the passing of
the pioneer:
This was the very end of the road-making west; the men who had
put plains and mourrba'i.nsunder the iron harness were old; some were
poor •••• It was already gone, that age; nothing could ever bring
it back. The taste and smell and song of it; the visions those men
had seen in -theair and followed.--these he had caught in a kind of
afterglow in their own faces,--and this would always be his.l
Willa Cather indicates li'/h.a t her own feeling must have been at the
eclipse of such strong, positive individualists as Captain Forrester, Alex-
andra, and Antonia in an epic simile taken from the West itself:
He had seen the end of an era, the sunset of the pioneer. He
had come upon it when already its glory was nearly spent. So in
the buffalo times a traveller used to come upon the embers of a
hunter's fire on the prairie, after the hunter was up and gone; the
coals would be trampled out, but the ground was warm, and the flat-
tened grass where he had slept and where his pony had grazed, toldthe story.2
lWilla Cather, A ~ Lady. pp. 168-9.
2~., p. 168.
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A few years later. Willa Cather wrote a short story. "TwoFriends,"
which symbolized in the friendship and estrangement of two idealistic busi-
ness men in a small Kansas town the weakening of idealism during the tran-
sit ion period of the 1890IS. The story is written in the form of a memoir
from childhood of a man who.. although successful in his chosen work, was
haunted by a feeling that a certain element of security, cordiality, and
personal nobility had been lost to modern life. During the three years
when the nar-r-a+oz-was tien to thirteen years old, two men, R. E. Dillon, a
banker and storekeeperl and J. H. Trueman, a cattle broker, spent their
leisure time in each other's company. Every winter evening they played
checkers in Dillon's store, and in the summerthey sat out on the sLdewaLk
and talked about farming; conditions and about their occasional trips to
St. Joseph or St. Louis and the plays they saw. Trueman, in par-tLcuLar,
was a man of Captain F'orrester' s kind, a1though they were both men of
"easy carelessness, courage, a high sense of personal honour." The two
friends also talked about politics, for these were the days when farm
prices were declining and banks were failing. Dillon went to Chicago to
attend the Democratic convention that nominated William Jennings Bryan
and heard the "Cross of Gold" speech. He returned an ardent free-silver
man and actively canlpaigned for Bryan, sincere in his belief that finml-
cial reform would solve all problems. Trueman, the older man, was more
conservative. He said:
"Mustn't be a reformer, R. E. Nothing in it. 'rhat's the only
time you ever get off on the wrong foot. Life is what it always
has been. always will be. 1\10 use to make a fuss ."1
During the political campaign the two men S8.W little of each other; in
fact, they avoided each other because of their difference over politics.
lwilla Cather. "TwoFr-Lends, II Obscure Destinies. (NewYork:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1932). p. 214.
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After Bryan's defeat. Dillon t s hurt pride kept them apart. The young boy
was saddened by their estrangement, although "the little, unsuccessful
men were pleased, as they always are at the destruction of anything strong
and fine.1I
In two years, Dillon died suddenly of pneuJnonia and Trueman sold
out end WBnt to San Francisco. Their place in the society and business
of the town could never be filled, for their successors were the trium-
phant citizens of lIasnappy little Western democracy. where every man is
as good as his neighbour and out to prove it .,,1
Looking back, the narrator focused the change in .American life
from idealism to mabez-La.LLam on this broken friendship. and indicated how
the contrast between "What had been Losb and what had survived and triumphed
had affected those who. like "Willa Cather, kept faith:
The breaking-up of that friendship between two men who scarcely
noticed my existence was a real loss to me, and has ever since been
a regret •••• When that old scar is occasionally touched by chance,
it rouses the old uneasiness; the feeling of something broken that
could so eaSily have been mended; of something delightful that was
senselessly v~sted. of a truth that was accidentally distorted--one
of the tru.ths we want to keep.2
'Phe se three novels • .2. Pioneers 1. ~ Antonia, and!};_Lost Lady, to-
gether with "the short story, "Two Friends. II cover the pioneer period in
the far lVliddleWest from its beginnings when the settlers and builders
first came to tame the wild land and dream the railroads across the moun-
tains until the civilization and prosperity they had produced rose up to
over-throw them. and they either died or were left stranded. The reason
for the spiritual ohange that accompanied the physical change was that
the vision and hard work of the pioneer were felt to be no longer needed.
They had been geared to a slower pace. What was now required was "man-
ageraerrc;" consolidation. progressive methods that could be learned from
!willa. Ca.ther, IIOld Mrs. Harris,1I Obscure Destinies, p. 133.
2Willa Cather, "Two l<'riends.11 Ibid.. pp. 229-30.
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books and exercises in a business school.
By pioneer standards. the younger generation of materialists were
far from admirable. Their consolidation of hard-won victories seemed
easy and dishonest. '.rheir blatant pride in obv-ious success seemedvulgar
and ungenerous. Their increasing economic dominance, which led to a
standardization rather than a standard. seemed deplorable. Miss Cather
has indicted materialism by showing;that it had displaced idealism in
American life, with an accompanying degeneration of character. Unlike so
many of the other critics of materialism, she has chosen her illustrations
and made her comments quietly, sadly t always with dignity, and with the
realization that there is "no use to make a fuss.1I
C1:lAPrER IV
THE TRIUMPH OF MII.TERIALISM
In the preceding chapter the pioneer idealist in conflict vnth
rising :materialism and the resulting moral and spiritual disintegration
have been considered. The emphasis here was on the pioneer himself and
.. his contribution to the economic and spiritual history of the United States.
'I'he next group of Willa Cather's·work selected for study consists of two
novels, One of Ours (1922) and The Pn)fessor's House (1925), in which she
turns her attention to the triumph of materialism in the contemporary
West and its displacement of idealism as a foroe in American life. 'I'he
pro-tagonist in these novels is the frustrated idealist who is incapable
of combating a subtle and overwhelmingly powerful materialism.
Before these two novels are ex~ined, however, it should be pointed
out that Wille. Cather was not indiscriminate in her denunciation of modern
life. As illustrated in the following excerpt from an essay which she
wrote in 1922, she saw that an improved standard of living had done much
to remove bleakness and drudgery from the Western scene:.
The old, isola-tedfarms have come together. They rub shoulders.
The whole State is a farm. • • • It is scarcely an exaggeration to
say that every farmer ovms an automobile •••• The great grain
fields are plowed by tractors. 'I'he old farm houses are rapidly be-
ing replaced by more cheerful dwellulgs, with bathrooms and hard-
wood floors, heated by furnaces or hot-water plants. • • • The coun-
try t.owns are neat and well kept •••• In this time of prosperity
any farmer boy who wishes to study at the State University can do
so.l
lWi11a Cather. "Nebraska: the End of the First Cycle,lIin Ernest
Gruening (ed.), These United States, Second Series, (New York: Boni &
Liveright, 1924), p. 150.
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Willa Cather did not deplore the automobile and the bathroom, nor the op-
portunity of farmers' sons to go to college" but the fact that the people
had not put ·their easier life and increased opportunities to better use
irrit;ated her sorely. The younger generation had become, as the saying
goes, moneymad. In her ownwords:
Of course, there is the other side of the medal, stamped with
the ugly crest of materialism, which has set its seal upon all of
our most productive commonwealths. Toomuch prosperity, too many
moving-picture shows. too much gaudy fiction have colored the taste
and manners of so many of' these Nebraskans of the future. There,
as elsewhere, one finds the frenzy to be showy; farmer boys who
wish to be spenders before they are earners • • • a corninggenera-
tion which tries to cheat its aeabhebi c sense by buying things in-
stead of making anything. There is even danger that that fine
institution, the University of' Nebraska, may become a gigantic
trade school. The men who control its destmy , the regents and
lawmakers. wish their sons and daughters to study machines, mercan-
tile processes, lithe principles of business"; everything that has
to do INith the game of getting on in the world--and nothing else •
• • . Studies that develop taste and enrich personality are not en-
couraged.l
The two novels to be examined dramatize the disastrous effects of trium-
phant materialism on the modern idealist.
One of ~ is divided into two par-cs , The first half is laid in
modern rural Nebraska during the years from 1912 to 1917. The second half'
follows the war adventures of the hero, Claude Wheeler, from his enlist-
ment until hi.s death in the Argonne Forest. The contrast between a dull,
negative materialism and an exciting, positive idealism is marked. The
son of a prosperous farmer. Claude was B. discontented. idealistic young
manwho was made unhappy by a materialistic environment which he was
powerless to combat. Lacking spirit. he was unable either to improve his
enviromnent or to escape fro~ it. He believed there were no more oppor-
tunities for great personal endeavor, because "there was no West, in that
lIbid •• p , 151.
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sense, any more." Like Paul in the story. "Paul's CaseJ" he had no special
talent or ability. only the inordinate and incoherent desire to find "some-
thing splendid about life. I'
The Vfueelers lived on a big, sprawling farm in the south-central
part of the state that had once been the red grass country. Mr. Wheeler
was a jolly~ easy-going man who had "homesteaded and bought and leased
enough land -1:;0 make him rich. Nowhe had only to rent it out to good
farmers who liked to work--he didn It. II He spent most of his time travel-
ling about the country inspecting his farms and attending political con-
ventions. In spite of his affability. he was not particularly liked.
His neighbors considered him a "land hogll and disapproved of the "hap-
hazard way" in which the Vfueeler farm was managed. The Wheelers were prob-
ably the wea.L thiest family in the county, and the sons had all the money
they needed, but instead of being respected~ the family was a source of
disapproval and amusement for the community.
Bayliss ~ tihe oldest son, who was not physically strong, was in
the farm implement business~ and in his late twenties had made a consider-
able financial success. A prudent, "narrow-gauge f'eLl.ow , II thin and dys-
peptic, Bayliss Wheeler was not liked by other young men. He ha.bed fresh
air, and he was against coffee because i"t; was "a stimulant." Hehad a
"social as well as a hygienic prejudice against alcohol, and he hated it
1 f th h . t d' f .t ,,1ess or e arm 3. Ld the.n or the pleasure J. gave. He had no
imagination.
Mi·s. Wheeler was a frail. quiet woman, old-fashioned to the degree
that she preferred skimming milk in the old way to using a complicated
separator. strengthened by a child-like religious faith, she meekly
lWilla Cather~ One of Ours. (NewYork: Alfred A. Knopf, 1922),
p. 211.
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accepted her lot in life.
She thought dancing and card-playing dangerous pastimes ••• and
"worLd Ld.nee s TI only another word for wickedness. According to her
conception of education, one should learn, not think; and above
all, one must not enquire.l
At nineteen, Claude ,vas a tall, well-built, red-headed young man,
but somewhat awkwar-d, "thin-skinned,1I shy, and lacking in self-assertion.
Constantly vexed and chagrined by his family and by everything that
happened to him, he was miserably unhappy. His father's ribald sense of
humorwas distasteful to him, as were the "coarse-mouthed'ihired hands who
were cruel to horses. He did not enjoy the companyof his ill-natured
and insensitive older brother. As muohas he disliked his family environ-
merrb, he disliked himself even more. He liked neither his name, his ap-
pearance, nor his personality. Unhappyat home, Claude was more unhappy
at Lincoln where he had spent two "dreary and unprofitable winters 11 attend-
ing a "struggling denominational coLl ege , II He told his parents that he
would like to transfer to the State University. The instructors at Temple
College were IIjust preachers who couldn't make a living at pr-eachi.ng;"
and his fellow students were shabby and dulL GlaudeI s mother believed,
however, that he should remain at Temple because the professors at the
State University were not "Christian men." and the University gave "so
much time to athletics and frivolity. It Claude I s father favored the relig-
ious institution because it was cheaper and because "the students there
looked shabbier and they were less likely to become too knowing. and to
be offensively Lrrce Ll.Lgerrc at home.II
Glaude knewwhat he disliked. but he did not knowwhy. Vague and
unfocused, his discontent was merely a restless, incoherent wish for life
to be in-terest ing; and exciting. Because he had never knownanything dif-
LvVilla Cather. One of Ours, p. 25.
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ferent and. therefore, had no standard for oomparison, he had no olear
ooncept of what would make life "interesting." Claude's trouble was that
his mind had not been sufficiently stLmulated. At college he had learned
only facts. During h:1.8second year he had enrolled for a special course
in European history at the state University. where his contact with a
group of more alert students and. a professor who "spoke without notes
as if' he were addressing his equals, 11 had made him even more aware of the
poor quality of instruction he was getting at the church college. Beoause
his protests had been too mild. Claude went back to Temple College, dread-
ing "easy compromisesll and "terribly afraid of being fooled."
A fortunate event happened to Claude during his third year in
school. He became acquainted with a student at the state University named
Julius Erlich. The Erlich family; consisted of a widowedmother and six
boys. Their homewas modest. but attractive, with books and lamps; com-
f'or-t.abLe , hard-used furniture; a bust of Byron on the mantel; and a piano
which the boys could play. 1'hey had many interests and friends. and were
casual and frank in their oonversation. Theywere allowed to smoke in the
parlor. Because the Erlichs "knewhowto live ••• and spent their money
on themselves. instead of on machines to do the work and machines to en-
tertain people. 11 Claude found pleasure in their company.
Here there was none of the poisonous reticence he had always associ-
ated with family gatherings. nor the awkwardness of people sitting
with their hands in their lap, facing each other. each one guarding
his secret or his suspicion. while he hunted for a safe subject to
talk about.l
What particularly impressed him was that the Erlichs not only spoke frank-
ly with each other but that they also seemed to enjoy conversation.
He had grown up with the conviotion that it was beneath his dignity
to explain himself. just as it was to dress carefully, or to be
~Villa Cather. One of ~. p. 41.
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caught taking pains about anything •••• On the farm you said you
would or you wouldn't; that Roosevelt was all right. or that he was
crazy. You weren't supposed to say more unless you were a stump
speaker,--if you tried to say more, it was because you liked to hear
yourself talk. Since you never said anything. you didn't form the
habit of thinking. If you got too much bored, you went to town and
bought something new.l
During his summer vacation at home, Claude looked forward eagerly
to going back to Lincoln, but his father had other plans. lVlr. "Wheeler
had bought a ranch in Colorado and was sending Ralph, the youngest son.
out to manage it. Claude was forced to stay at home and manage the 'Wheeler
farm. Again. unable to protest, he found himself "lost in another kind
of life in which ideas played but little part." He worked hard harvesting
cor-n, planting whe ab , and fighting a blizzard in which he lost most of
his pigs. In the spring he went to Colorado to visit his brother's ranch,
and on the way home, discouraged and lonely, paused to sit on the steps
of the State House in Denver, feeling that it was "a fine thing to be
young; but it was a painful thing, too."
The statue of Kit Carson on horseback, down in the Square. 2
pointed Westw'ard; but there was no West, in that sense, any more.
It was a painful thing, indeed, to be young and to know that one's power
and energy were being wasted for lack of opportunity, because there were
no more frontiers to conquer. He realized vaguely that the last frontier
was in the mind j but he was not equipped to do battle there. He had a
strong. young body. deep emotional and imaginative capacities. but no
creative power.
After a glimpse at a gracious and beautiful way of living and at
a world full of stimulating ideas, Claude considered his home environ-
ment even more grim than before. Whereas once he had seen isolated facts J
he was now able to generalize and to discover exactly what was wrong with:
lWilla Cather, One of Ours, p. 44.
2~., p. 118.
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his environment. His conclusion was that people were too much concerned
about material values. The farmer sold "wheat and corn as good as could
be grown anywhere in the world" and got in return "manufactured articles
of poor quality" and machinery that did not last very long. Concern
vrith money and trade had also changed the character of his neighbors.
Claude recalled that when he had been a small boy, the farmers had been
friendly with each other. Nowthey were continually engaged in lawsuits.
Claude observed that "it took more intelligence to spend money than to
make it." Economic security had developed all the meaner qualities in
humannature.
Although Claude could see what was wrong. he believed that. single-
handed, he could do nothing to effect a changeJ and that all those who
felt as he did were in the same predicament. The idealists were a weak
and ineffectual minority. He tried to tell himself that he would have to
accept things as they were, to endure "unalterable conditions," but -when
he thought he had "at last got himself in hand, a momentwould undo the
work of days, 11 and again he would feel the deep conviction that there was
something splendid about life.
In his frustre.tion. the boy whowas terribly afraid of being
fooled married the wrong woman. Enid was a cold, selfish girl. an excel-
lent housekeeper, clean and efficient to the point of sterility, but she
spent most of her time attending Fnti-Saloon League meetings and pasting
prohibition posters on barns as an example to the Bohemians. Because
Claude had expected to be "wonderfully happy" and had not considered Enid
realistically, he now found himself completely trapped. Hewas rescued,
howave r , by two events. His wife went to China whenword came that her
sister. who was a missionary, had fallen ill. A few months after her
departure. moreover, America declared war on Germany.
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Three years before J when the war had begun in Europe, the Nebr-as-
ka farmers had been excited and pleased because the price of wheat was
going; up. Only gradually, as they read newspaper accounts of battles and
atrocities, did they begin to be stirred by other feelings. Claude, like
many others, nowwent to the attic to hunt for a map of Europe, "a thing
for which Nebraska farmers had never had muchneed.lI
'fhe siege guns before Lifjge were a menace; not to their safety or
their goods, but to their comfortable, established way of thinking.l
By June of 1917 many of the farm and town boys had already enlisted, and
many others we r e planning to go after the plowing was done, although some
were ITarried and had families. They did not ~~it for the draft; they
wanted to fight "for Belgium. the Lusi tania. Edith Cavell. II Atrooity
stories, in particular, had disturbed them. Although they had been narrow
and uncharitable to their neighbors, an instinctive moral sense had been
aroused. Not only did they feel a personal responsibilit7 to right such
wrongs. but they also began to glimpse widening economic and social hor-
izons. Miss Cather states that -this war, though fought on foreign soil,
had "broken up the hard moulds and crusts" in Nebraska. She was to state
later. however.. that this spiritua.l awakening was only temporary.
Claude enlisted innnediately, obtained a commission in the Infantry.
and went overseas. The remainder of the novel relates howhis new exper-
iences rescued him from the disillusioned conviction that life was not
worth living. The war was a glorious adventure to him, and he was happy
for the first time in hi.s life because he had lithe feeling of purpose."
On the -troopship an epidemic of influenza broke out and there was the
danger of storms. mines, and submarines, but Claude enjoyed himself and
"didn't want to be safe anywhere."
lWilla. Cather, One of ~. r- 167.
, "j
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In France he admired the neat old towns, the architecture, and
the countryside v&1.eretrees grew along the edges of every"field. He ad-
mired the l"rench people, their courtesy, generosity. personal courage.
and love of beautiful things--the same qualities he had found in the
ErLi.chs , To him, the French people were personable and charming. Hewas
especially impressed by their spirit when they came back to their shelled
and deserted towns, grateful to be there, not complaining about the loss
of their linen and china. Claude felt that the war had taught one impor-
tant fact: the "made" things mattered very little. He fe 1t more at home
in }i'rance and looked forward to buying; a farm and living there .when the
war was over. By comparison, American life as he had known it in Nebraska
seemed impermanent. superficial, lacking in any established tradition
that could serve as a standard of conduct and thought. In .America"people
were always buying and selling. building and tearing down."
Whereas the war had reaffirmed ideals for Claude Wheeler, it had
disillusioned an artist. A concert violinist, Lt. David Gerhardt, who
was one of Claude's new friends. felt that the big guns had killed rather
than awakened any generosity or decency in the world. He cited an incident
which had happened before he left NewYork as symbolic of the irresponsible,
destruction that had been unleashed. He had been riding in a car one
evening when a drunken taxi driver ran into them and smashed his Stradi-
varius. He commentedbitterly", "I've seen so manybeautiful things
smashed • " Though he had fought faithfully, the artist was spiritual-
ly shaken by the full-scale outburst of manIS Lnhuman.i by and its accompany-
ing waste of youth and energy. On the. other hand. the frustrated idealist
I
from Nebraska had found indelible evidence of fine, generous humanqual-
ities. To him, "no battlefield or sha.ttered country he had seen was as
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ugly as this wor-Ldwould be if men like his brother Bayliss [the material-
ist} controlled it altogether. III While holding a trench in the Argonne
Forest, Claude and David Gerhardt died a few hours apart. Claude's mother
(and, we may believe ~Willa Cather) found comfort in the fact that he had
died heroically and happily, "believing his owncountry better the.n it is.
and France better than any country can ever be."
Claude's war experiences gave him an opportunity for the excite-
ment and thrill of youtr~ul discovery that had been denied him in a rou-
tine, secure world, dominated by narrow and selfish small-town business
men. He had idealized the war. In his belief that the war was essentially
chivalric. he had been reassured that ideals were not "ar-chaLcthings,
beautiful but impotent~ II but that they were lithe real sources of power
amongmen. II The irony is unmistakable. Miss Cather implies that had he
lived to comeback and see that the "ideals 11 were false and hollow. errbhu-
siasms of the moment, and that the "moulds and crusts II of materialism were
once more settled and hardened, he would have committed suicide. She also
implies that the real idealist, like Claude, dies for a traditional culture
such as that of France, because there is nothing in contemporary American
life worth the sacrifice. Instinctively, perhaps, Claude realized that
he was not dying for contemporary America, for he unconsciously selected
his own.epitaph. Shortly before he went up to the front lines, he had
come across a little Frenoh graveyard with its white crosses and poppies.
He had commentedon the appropriateness of one of the inscriptions:
Soldat Inconnu. Mort pour 1a France
It would also seem evident that Willa Cather meant him to die for the West
of the pioneers.
lwilla Cather. One of Ours, p. 419.
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The Professor's House, dealing with the family life of a pro-
fessor of history in a Middle "tl\[esternuniversity during the post-war
years, shows the effects of materialism which followed sudden prosperity
for a person who might be called "the last idealist." Professor Godfrey
St. Peter had two houses. Onewas an ugly, old, inconvenient house where
he had lived for more than twenty years. The other was a brand new one,
up to date in every respect, which he had just built with part of prize
moneywon for an eight-volwne history of the Spanish Adventurers in North
.America. During his early years, which were crowdedwith a full teaching
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schedule and a growing family. he had been engaged on this momentouspro-
ject, working at night at a discarded table in an attic room, the only
place in the house where he could concentrate. It was an inconvenient
place in which to work. .For heat. he had a rusty gas stove whi.ch leaked
and had no flue. When it was lighted~ the hinged windowhad to be left
open to prevent asphyxiation of anyone whomight be in the room. In the
,'linter he wore a leather jacket while he wrote. Yet now that he had a
new house and a well-appointed study, the Professor felt that he could not
work there. He decided to keep his lease on the old house and to board
at -the new one until he finished a certain piece of writing.
His two daughters were now grown and married. the older one.
Rosamond. being independently wealthy. Earlier. she had been engaged to
a young scientist, TomOutland, whowas a student at the university. He
had discovered a new gas .. obtained a patent. and then enlisted in the
Foreign Legion in the fall of 1914, leaving a will designating Rosamond
as his heir. A few years af-ter he was killed in France, she married an
electrical engineer who had become interested in Outland's invention and
had commerciali zed it. A considerable fortune resulted. At about the
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same time~ the Professor himself had received recognition for the history
he had been working on for so many·years. All at once, prosperity had
come to his family.
The Professor nowhad all the rewards that a scholar could desire:
a light teaching schedule, invitations to lecture at Chicago and Harvard
I
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Universities, a comfortable bank account, and an international reputation
in his field. But he was not happy. Modernmaterie.lism threatened the
integrity of his school and it had altered the personality and character
of the members of his own f'amily. He had always fought the interference
of politics in university affairs. In a losing battle, he saw that po-
litical expediency·, the aim ·to "show results, 11 had "undermined and vulgar-
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ized education." The State Legislature was fostering the Agricultural
and Oommer-ci a.I schools and "farming the msti tution out to athletics, II
at the expense of the humanities. Promotions went to faculty members
whoworked with the r egerrbs, and "out of a faculty of sixty, there were
perhaps twenty· menwho made any serious stand for scholarship." Petty
rivalries had sprung up. and the lowering of academic standards had come
from teachers who had "only chaff and sawdust" to give and from students
no longer intellectually curious. Sudden prosperity, which improved the
Professor's standard of living, had ·weakenedthe solidity of his family.
Vnthout prosperity they had been happy and B.ffectionate; now they were
divided. suspicious, and jea.lous of each other. The Professor found that
he could not participate in the new pleasures and activities of his fam-
ily. Gradually. in disapproving silence and indifference, he withdrew
from family life A Whenthey took a trip to Europe, he declined to go,
saying he had some writing to do.
f
After the family had departed, the Professor moved his clothes
back to the old. empty house and lived in his attic room. He planned to
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spend the summer editing for publication TomOutland's diary of the six
months he had spent excavating Indian relics in the Southwest. As the
Professor re-read the diary, he recalled his great admiration for the
I
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young man.
TomOutland was an idealist, and his concern for the "idea of
things 11 had set him apart from the majority of people. He lIidealized the
people he loved and paid his devoir to the ideal rather than to the 1.n-
diviclual." His inability to see things realistically left him totally
unprepared for the materialism he found in the world. Tomhad many in-
terests ~ and among+hemwas a genuine appreciation for the simple, prim-
itive culture of the ancient Cliff-Dwellers. While working as a cowboy
in NewMexico, he had found an almost impenetrable mesa. The next summe r
he and a friend had explored it and discovered a hidden, unknownCliff-
Dweller ci·t;y. 'fhey spent six months there, excavating pottery, arrowheads,
and stone implements, carefully labelling and storing the specimens. Tom
noted that the careful workmanship and feeling for design indicated a
superior tribe. A French missionary priest. whowas familiar with the
history of the Southwest. went out to the mesa to examine the specimens
and advised Tomto go to Washington to report his discovery to the Smith-
sonian Institution.
"Pher-e is evidence on every hand that they lived for something more
than food and shelter. They had an appreciation of comfor-t and
went even further than th.at. Their life. compared to that of our
roving Navajos, must have been quite complex.lll
Isolated, without the "influence of example or emulation, with no incentive
but some natural yearning for order and security," the Cliff-}}\II"E31lershad
"budLt; themselves into this mesa and humanized it." They -aere probably
exterminated by some roving tribe "without culture or domestic virtues"
lWilla Cather, The Professor's House, (NewYork: Alfred A. Knopf,
1925), p , 219.
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because they were "t.oo far advanced for their time and environment. n Tom
Outland had a deep reverence for the ancient Tribe and its mesa. It re-
presented an initial rise of mankind from. the savage state. beginnings of
socialized and domesticated man and of humanistic tradition.
~herever hlli~nity has made that hardest of all starts and lifted
itself out of mere brutality is a sacred spot.l
After Christmas TomOutland went to 'Washington to see government
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archaeologists. He spent three months. hampered by bureaucracy and apathy,
before he could see the Director of the Institute. lVaanwhile. Tomobserved
and was depressed by the prevailing spirit of materialism in Washington.
Thousands of gover-nment.clerks led "petty, eLav Lsh" lives; they were inter-
ested only in promotions and in howmuchmoneythe other clerks were get-
ting, and in wangling invitations to dinners and receptions which they could
not afford to attend. One of the clerks at the Indian Bureau had even
1
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wanted a sample piece of pottery for an ashtray. Tomlearned that if one
wanted to get atten'tion from anybody in Washington he had to invite in-
fluential persons to lunch or dinner at expensive hotels. Whenhe finally
saw the Director of the Smithsonian, he learned that although the Direotor
was interested, he was muchmore interested in getting a chance to go to
Paris to an intenlatiorml exposition--a free vacation in Europe. Besides,
Congress had not appropriated enough moneyto finanoe an expedition to
the Southwest. In other words, nobody was interested in "dead Indians."
Having spent his tLme and money in vain, Tomreturned to NewMex-
ico and lived alone on the mesa the next s~mer. For once, he did not
want the companyof his fellowmen. In his withdrawal from humansociety,
he began to focus his instinctive feelings concerning the life of the
lWi11a Cather. The Professor's House, p. 221.
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spiri t. He came to realize that although one struggled and was defeated,
one was obliged to try again. There were other ways in which one could
challenge the obstacles of materialism and fulfill his obligation to those
dead Indians. A few months later, older and wiser and in greater command
of himself. TomOutland appeared in Professor st. Peter's walled garden
to inquire about enrolling at the university. Tomstudied physics and
discovered a gas "which "revolutionized the aviation industry." Whenwar
was declared in 1914, the missionary priest who had been his friend stopped
to visit Tomon his way back to his native country. Tomwent with him to
war, having found yet another way to affirm the power of ideals.
Professor st. Peter, as he read 'rom's diary, was glad that Tom
had not lived to have "the trap of worldly success" sprung on him. He had
escaped all the petty demands that would have been made by "his fellow
scientists, his wife, the town and the State."
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He had made something new in the world,--and the rewards, the mean-
ingless. conventional gestures. he had left to others.l
The Professor did not get muchwork done during -t:;hatsummer. He
spent most of his time thinking, reviewing his own life. and IItrying to
see where he had made his mistake. II He croneto the conclusion that he
1. could never live in the new house or in the materialistic world which it
represented. He became convinced that he was going to die and thought of
"eternal solitude with gratefulness. as a release from every obligation,
from every f'orm of eff'ort.lI One afternoon in late September he received
a letter from his wife announcing the family's immediate return. The
Professor was desperate. He did not want them to comeback. A rain storm
had blown up and the weather had suddenly turned chilly. He lighted the
gas stove in his work room and lay down on the couch to think. Without
f
I lVvilla Cather. ~ Professor's House. p. 261.
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m.eaning to, he fell asleep. Whenhe awoke$ the room.was full of gas.
He realized that lithe long-anticipated coincidence had happened. n The
storm had blown the flame out and the windowshut. He should get up and
open the window. Then he thought:
Howfar was a man required to exert himself against accident? •••
He hadn't lifted a hand against himself--was he required to lift it
for himself?l
His life was saved by Augusta, the sewing woman. She was a "reliable,
methodical spinster." a devout GermanCatholic who had made party frocks
for the Professor's daughters since they were children. She had cometo
get the keys to the new house to open it and have it cleaned, according
to her instructions from h~s. St. Peter. Augusta had arrived in the
attic room, where she knew the Professor would be, just in time to drag
him out into the hall. Later she to ld him that he must have got up and
tried to get to the door before he was overcome, for she had found him
on the floor. Though he remembered "a crisis, a momentof acute, agon-
ized strangulation," the Professor did not remember springing up. He
attributed it to an instinctive, involuntary reaction, for he knewthat
when "confronted with accidental extinction, he had felt no will to resist."
Nowthat his life had been saved, he felt that the experienoe had
given him a new vision. He did not feel any obligations toward his f'am-
ily, but he did feel a real obligation to Augusta. She had saved him,
physically and spiritually. He felt that she represented reality because
she was practical, mat·ter-of-fact! religious, and unsentimental. She lived
by principles of honesty and faith, always giving "good measure" for the
money she received. Through her the Professor became reconciled to an
abstract concept of humanity. He reoognized his commonbond with all of
lWilla Cather, The Professor's Ho~. p. 276.
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mankind. his impersonal obligatians, and this recagnitian was a kind 'Of
regeneratian.
The dl f'f'er-enoe, however, between the Professor's solution to spir-
i tual defeat and TomOutland I S was great. In his disillusionment and
withdre.wal from human society. Tomhad seen that manhumanized his envir-
orunent only through his ownefforts. The environment would not reform
itself. If man had succeeded in the past. back in the dawn of history,
there 7~S no reason why he should not still succeed. Tomreturned to ac-
tive life~ finished his education, and made samething new in the world.
The Professor. on I:;he other hand. decided that he could no longer be in-
volved in "petty demands. II Hewould have lito live without delight. n
And he lmewhe would have to learn to, just as in a Prohibition
country, he supposed he would have to learn to live without sherry.
Theoretically, he knew that life is possible, may even be pleasant,
without joy, without passionate griefs.l
The Prefessor realized with regret that he was deliberately outting him-
self 'Off from Ule little joys and griefs of intimate humanrelationships.
Yet it was the only way apparent to him in which he could tolerate living.
He could not meet the spiritual challenge presented by a materialistic
environment. He could not pay his devoir to the ideal j he felt Ulat he
must retreat into his own prive.te world and protect his sensibilities.
One of Ours and The Professor's House reflect a disillusiomnent
-----
that was predominant in the work of most of the writers of the post-war
years. They also illustrate, one may believe, Willa Cather's personal
views on the modern idealist's struggle for adjustm.ent. The young, naive
farmer's son, taking heart from the momentarywave of mass patriotism,
was permitted to die believing that idealism in AmerLcan life had been
lWilla Cather, The Professor's House, p. 282.
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resusci tated. Willa Cather showed that no such thing had happened. l'he
older, more experienced man , the intellectual, had let his personal prob-
lems color his point of view to the extent that he lost perspective. His
defeat was unnecessary I as illustrated by the parallel story of Tom Out-
land. the youthful idealist, who was able to achieve a new dedication
after a grea-t;disappointment.
Both Claude Wheeler Is and the Profes sor Is solutions were inadequate
and essentially wrong. Claude's solution, however. was nearer the true
one. In his will to believe, he had been able to idealize a deplorable
econonuc war and to act heroically in accordance with his perception.
Like Tom Outland. he had been able to pay his duty to the ideal and had
reaffirmed the power of idealism over the power of materialism. professor
St. Peter, more sophisticated, waS incapable of seeing either personal or
universal hope. His stoical endurance end his resigna.tionfrom active
resistance contributed nothing to the future and were an infidelity to the
past.
...
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CHAPTER V
vELLA CATHER 1S _illiSVVER ro DISILLUSIONMENT
When TIIB.terialismhad succeeded in exerting its full influence
over all areas of modern life, the individual who still believed in
idealistic standards of thought and conduct becamemore and more sad-
den.ed by vm.athe found. Because his environment nowreflected the ma+-
eria.listic attitudes and habits of the majority of American people, the
idealist believed himself isolated and impotent. A thorough-going dis-
illusionment had led many thoughtful individuals to withdraw from conflict.
Willa Cather points out that this negation of effort is spiritual tinud-
ity and serves only 'co intensify disillusionment and st r-engbhen material-
ism.
The pioneer was not faced with disillusionment. His world was
a spatial one. phYSically and mentally. Not only was there room for ex-
pa.nsion. but also there was freedom of the spirit because materialism had
not yet assumed gigantic proportions. Alexandra Bergson had faith that
the virgin prairie could be made productive if she planned and worked
hard enough. and Captain Forrester had faith that railroads could be built
acros s mountains. Their faith was vindicated, and they succeeded in
building. in making something new in the world.
The material results of the pioneer I s vision and energy J however,
were the very phenomenathat confused the next generations. They be-
lieved that their task was simply to put to use what the pioneer had cre-
at ed , Before them they had an example of creative effort. Had they
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emulated the pioneers, Miss Cather implies, they would have put the pi-
oneer's results to better use. But they could see only the material facts
--the produoti ve farms. the railroad tre.cks, the moneyin ctrculation. a
formula written on paper. They exploited, "capitalized," what had already
been made. The pioneer was not motivated by a desire f'or possession. He
felt that the land belonged to the future, and those who loved it owned
it for a little while. JlIIan had certain property rights, based on the laws
of society. but man could never really own anything. The exploiter, how-
ever. was motivated by personal profit. Hewas not interested in ideas
or meanings, but only in market values. This translation of values from
the realm of 'Ghespiritual to the material was responsible for the pre-
dicament of the idealistic individual in contemporary America. In a
mature nation, conscious and proud of its wealth--its natural resources,
rich farms. big industries--the value of everything was thought of in
commercial terms. Since ideals could not be seen, they had no price tag
or barter value. The idealist who began to feel that personal standards
were either worthless or illusory failed to realize that while ideals
could not be seen, many of' their results could be seen, measured, bought
and sold. He forgot, tempore.rHy at least, that everything started with
an idea, that nothing could be done or madewithout a plan. He also
forgot that the idea. once conceived, had to be acted upon.
Miss Cather's superior individuals, the pioneer and the artist.
were idealists. They were people of great physical and e motional vital-
i ty. 'rhey were driven by strong fee lings; in I'ac t., they l'orged ahead by
instinct rather than by great intelligence. They had standards of per-
sonal integrity and an unshaken faith in themselves. They had the courage
to meet; failure and to try again. a will power to persevere which manifes-
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ted itself as pure doggedness at times. Their ability to plan and to
appreciate abstract values amounted to vision. The pioneer, it is true,
has vanished from the scene, but the artist is still here. struggling and
achieving. Miss Cather believed that the creative artist is the only
positi ve force in contemporary .Americanlife, because he alone seems to
have the courage and endurance to assert his strength against materialism.
The idealist in any other field of endeavor has the intellectual
and emotional capacities to forget his outraged sensibilities and to
recognize J instead, his responsibility as a superior individual. By sub-
mitting to defeat, however, he is responsible for the perpetuation of
what he deplores. Whenhe becomes too involved in a subjecbi.ve examina-
tion of his discontent, he is actually following the example of the mat-
eria1.ist, who is completely self-centered and too prudent to take great
risks. The frustrated idealist can see the cheapness of materialistic
success--cheap in effort, cheap in rewards, utterly unworthy of man's
potentialities. Yet he denies his ownability to win a better success.
In order to demonstrate the short-sightedness and lack of spirit
of the frustrated idealist, Wille. Cather found it necessary not only to
examine the pioneer past and artistic temperament but also to consider
the origin and continuity of the humanistic tradition. In three novels
she discusses the rise of mankind from the savage state as illustrated
by the ancient Cliff-Dwellers and other Indians of the American Southwest.l
These Indians formed tribal societies based on commonhopes and fears and
held -together by law and order. As time passed, the way of life which
had proved effective against natural and hUlIlfUlenemies becrunethe basis
for a civilization. In this way, survival was insured and a tradition
IThe Song of the Lark, The Professor's House, and Death Comes
for the l.u:cE.bISIi'O'p-.- - - -
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established.. Once they had achieved. a measure of security, the ir ener-
g;ies turned to making; life more comfortable, and in taking care of physi-
cal needs they began to attend to spiritual needs.
bTan.has a natural instinct for order, beauty, and self-expression.
This has been called the artistic impulse. Humandevelopment cameabout
as a result of the attempts of socialized and domesticated manto improve
the physical conditions of his existence. Concepts of the beautiful
I
i
grow naturally out of concepts of the useful. One of the earliest exam-
ples of man's artistic impulse is beautifully shaped.and decorated pottery
made for a utilitarian purpose, but embellished because he was not satis-
fied ·with mere utility.l Art is thus intimately related to life. In
creative expression which produces the beautiful, manapplies the prin-
ciples of nature: harmony, order, and arrangement. Inasmuch as society
functions on the same basis. ethical standards of conduct are seen to be
derivati ve of esthetic principles: what is useful is also beautiful; what
is beautiful is also good; what is good is also useful.
The humanistic tradition, then, is based on biro ideals: the es-
thetic and the moral. They becomestandards of taste. thought. and con-
duct which serve as both a source of stability in time of conflict and
a measuring st Lck to test new concepts for long-range value. Tradi tion.
the unity and order upon which a civilization rests, becomes its strength
l"Hundreds of years ago, before European civilization had touched
this continent. the Indian womenin the old rock-perched pueblos of the
Sout~wes·twere painting geometrical patterns on the jars in which they
car-r-Led water up from the streams. V~hydid they take this trouble? These
people lived under the perpetual threat of drought and famine; they often
shaped their graceful cooking pots when they had nothing to cook in them.
the potters experimented with form and color to gratify something
,:"hich had.no concern with food and shelter. The major arts (poetry, paint-
l.~g.. arcllltec~ure~ SCUlpture, music) have a pedigree all their owns. They
ddd not COllelnto being as a means of increas ing the game supply or pro-
moting tribal security. They sprang from an unaccountable predilect;ion
of the one unaccountable thing in man.II Willa Cather, "Escapism." The
Cornmonweal,:XXIII (April 7. 1936), 677. --
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to resist the riew, the cheap. and the false.
This tradition. tested by time and experience, and not the ex-
clusive property of anyone national or religious group, provides rein-
forcement for a faltering wl.Ll,or a perspective temporarily warped.
Based on instincts as fundamental as that of survival itself, it is man's
cultural heritage to which he can appeal for a renewal of faith.
Modernman has inherited both the material and spiritual benefits
of mankind's s-truggle to :L-rn.provehimself and his enva.r-onmerrb, vfuenthe
idealist, guided by his ideals and reinforced by reliance on the human-
istic -tradi -Cion, takes positive accLon, then new things can be created or
old principles reaffirmed. If he withdraws from obligations to the future.
the past, his contemporaries. and himself. nothing can be accomplished.
Willa Cather illustrates the success of the modern idealist, as
well as his failure, and asserts her belief that so long as he continues
to combat his envi.r'onmerrb , he will win personal satisfaction and eventu-
ally expose the "powerll of materialism as weak and decadent.
APPENDIX
Willa Sibert Cather was born December 7, 1876,1 on a. farm near
Yfinchester, Virginia, of Charles F'ectigue Cather and Virginia Sibert
Beak Cabhe r , When she was under ten years of age, her parents moved
west to a ranch near Red Cloud, Nebraska, a little town on the Burlington
railroad some fifteen miles south of Hastings in the south-central part
of the sca+e , Nebraska was the first of the great settlements beyond
the Mississippi River after the Ci1ril War and received its share of the
flood of immigrant farmers from Northern and Eastern Europe in the 1870' s
and 1880's. lJYithno school for her to attend, young Willa lived out of
doors, eumme r and winter" riding her pony and vj"siting the Scandinavian
and Bohemian neighbors, listening to the stories the womentold of yet
earlier days in Nebraska and of their home lands. In the fall of 1890
Miss Cather "went to Lincoln to enter the Latin School, a preparatory
division of the University of Nebraska, having prepared herself more
than adequately by reading many of the English classics aloud to her two
grandmothers. She received her B. A. from the University in 1895.
"While in college she had partially supported herself by 'Jorrit ng for Lin-
coln newspapers and she wrobe for the college literary magazine what she
later termed as "bald, clumsy, and emotional" attempts to give the story
lApparently there is some dispute about the year of Willa Cather's
birth~ a variation of one or +wo years. Library of Congress catalog cards
and most other authorities give the year as 1876, although a few indicate
1875. An article in Prairie Schooner, XXII, 97-111. entitled "'Willa
Cather Juvenilia," by James R. Shively, asserts that -the records of the
University of Nebraska "correctly show it to have been two years earlier"
[than 1876J •
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of some of the immigrant settlers who lived in her vicinity_ In her
freshman English class. her writing "as so good the.t her ins-I.:;ructorthought
at first that she had plagairized.1
Upon graduation she went East to Pittsburgh where she had friends
and took a job as telegraph edit or- and dramatic critic for the Pittsburgh
Dai_!;[L~ader. In 1901 she went into teaching and served as head of the
English Department of the Allegheny High School until 1906. Every summer
during these early years she went back home to visit, but she never r-e-
turned to Nebraska to live. During the ten or "bNelveyears that she was
doing newspaper work and -teaching high school, she was writing poems and
short stories. In 1900 her contributions began to appear in periodicals
such as Li;ppincott I s l1iJa.gazineand l'vlcClureIS. In 1903 a Boston publishing
f'Lrm brought out her early poems in a slim volume entitled A£ril Twilight,
published at lJli.ss Cather's own expense.
S. S. McClure published her collection of short stories. The .Troll
Garden in 1905. 'fhe book attracted some attention, and the next year he
offered her an editorial posr+i ou on the staff' of his magazine. Twoyears
later, in 1908, she becamemanagang editor of McClure's and stayed until
1911. She wa.s now in her middle thirties. During the years at McClureI s
she travelled extensively, on magazine assignments and on vacations, both
abroad and in the American Southwest where one of her brothers lived.
She was not happy, however. One of her friends VlTrites:
1[>[i11aCather was devoted to her "Chief [.s. S. McClure, whose
autobiography she edited in 1914J but she had as much resistance
IlVlr• Shively stat;es in the article referred to that Miss Cather
is remembered as a "brilliant. precocious student." She was active in
campus affairs. and served as editor of both the yearbook and of the
Hesp~_rian. an undergraduate literary magazine. 1111'.Shively also notes
that one of M.iss Cather I s COllege stories. "The Fear That Walks by Noon-
day," (1894) was written in collaboration with Dorothy Canfield, whowas
fifteen at the time.
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to muck-raking and social reform then as she has to the psychology
of Freud today, perhaps for the same reason. The spirit of the
age * • • does not greatly affect her at any time, and she fought
the implicayions of the magazine world, all the six years of her
stay in it.
Miss Cather's first novel, Alexander's Bri~, which shows the in-
fluence of Henry James•• vas published in 1912 in Boston by HoughtonMifflin.
VfuenMl. Antonia appeared in 1918 it was little no·ticed until H. L. Mencken
f dOt· °t 2oun mer~· ~n 1 •
Then Willa Cather changed publishers. In 1920 Alfred A. Knopf of
NewYork brought out her second volume of short stories, Youth and the------
Bright Medusa, and remained her publisher until her death. In 1922 she
received the Pulitzer Pri ze for One of Ours. and from then on her reputa-
tion was assured. Each new novel was heralded by an avalanche of publicity,
most reviews being superlative, and every book sold well. Death Comesfor-----
~ .Archbi;;p.012was the "sensation" of 1927, at the top of the best seller
lists, as was Shadows on the Rock in 1931, which won for her in 1933 the
French Prix Femina Americaine.
More recognition came wllen the universities gave her honorary de-
grees. 'I'he University of J'VJichiganin 1924, Columbia in 1928, Yale in 1929,
and Princeton in 1931 conferred upon her Doctor of Literature degrees.
In 1938 she was elected to membership in the America.nAcademyof Arts and
lElizabeth Sergeant, ~. cit •• p. 272.
211C ° ° d'ur-Lous Ly enough. a bit of doggerel. a parody of a 'Mika 0
lyric, helped bring publicity.
Bli the Menckenhe sat on his Baltimore stoop
Singing 'Willal git Willal git Willat'
'l'he red-headed Lewis joined in with a whoop,
Singing 'Willa! gi t Willa t gi t Willa \ I
They woke every bird from the Bronx to the Loop
Singing 'Willa.t gi tlYilla t gi t Willa 1 '
So we willy-nilly, got Willa and read,
And Willa proved all that the Booster birds sad.d;"
Pattee. The NewAmerican Literature, (NewYork: The Century
262-3. -- ---
Fred Lewis
1930). pp.
Co. ,
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Letters; in 1944 she received the gold medal of the National Institute
of Letters.
lVIiss Cather also received various accolades from other sources.
The English nove lLst , J. B. Priestley, in 1931, ranked Miss Cather as
~n£ricats greatest novelist. Sinclair Lewis, always one of her admirers.
wri ting in Newsweek in 1938, picked Willa Cather as 'lrrheGreatest Ameri-
can Novelist."l In 1929, thirty critics ranked her above all others.2
Many of her novels were published in England, and many have been
translated into Spanish, French, German, Norwegian, and Czech. Two
motion pictures were made of ! Lost Lad~'>one during the 1920's and the
other in the early 1930's. In both instances, Miss Cather was dissatis-
fied with the results and never permitted another of her books to be filmed.
'fhrough all of her fame, Miss Cather lived quietly and Obscurely
in her Park Avenue apartment in New York, spent long vacations in Europe,
New Hampshire, and New Brunswick, persistently dodged intervi~vs, lectures,
and cocktail parties, and except for an occasional official statement,
preferred to let her work speak for her. She was never married.
At 4:30 p.m. on April 25,1947, at bhe age of seventy, Willa Cather
died of a cerebral hemorrhage in her New York apartment. Her body was
taken to Jeffrey, New Ha..:rn.pshire,a place a.twhich she had spent m.anyva-
cations. The service was conducted by the Rev. A. G. Lund, Jr., rector
of the Episcopal Church of the Good Shepherd in Wareham. Massachusetts.
Two of Willa Cather's novels, Death Comes for the Archbisho£ and
ShadovVS~ the Rock have been termed "Catholic" novels. In both. the
Roman Catholic Church plays an important part, being the protagonist, in
a sense, just as the setting is the antagonist. The hero of Death ~
lSinclair Lewis. "The Greatest American Novelist," Newsweek, XI
(January 3, 1938), p. 29.
2John Stalnaker and Fred Eggan, "American Novelists Rarikeds " 'I'he
English Journal, April. 1929, pp. 295-307.
i
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fo~ the Archbishop. a. Roman Catholic pr-Le ab, had a living prototype. In
addition. both novels are filled with Church legends and anecdotes con-
carning the lives of various saints and.martyrs. In many of her other
novels, which deal with inmugrants of Bohemianand French origin, a real
understanding and sympathetic appreciation of the wholesome influence of
the RomanCatholic faith is revealed, as well as an accurate knowledge of
its theology and organization.
From this internal evidence, many critics and authorities have
assumed either that Miss Cather was a RomanCatholic convert or that she
adhered spiritually to that faith. As far as I have been able to ascertain,
some believe that she was converted sometime during the 1930' s , 'While
they are not specific ,they imply that her conversion was announced, Ai'ter
an extensive search, I have been unable to find any published evidence of
such conversion; but r have Lear-ned that although Willa Cather was bap-
ti zed in the Baptist Church. the original faith of her parents. she be-
came a. member of the Protestant Episcopal Church in Red Cloud, Nebraska,
in December of 1922. At that tLm.eshe was in her middle forties. It is
interesting that her parents. who l.Iferein their seventies. were confirmed
at the same time. Until her death. Miss Cather retained her membership
in the parish church at Red Cloud and \~s buried with the last rites of
the Episcopal Church. I run in receipt of two letters from independent
sources which corrobora.te this evidence. Copies have been includ.ed at
the end of this Appendix.l
Willa Cather's personal religion, however. has 1i ttle bearing on
her novels as works of art; it merely clarifies a biographical fact which
has caused confusion in the minds of those interested in such facts. In-
lOne letter is from Edith Lewis. Trustee, which I received in
reply to an inquiry addressed to Miss Cather's Literary Executor at the
Alfred A. Knopf Company. 'I'he second letter is from the Dean of the
Cathedral for the Episcopal district in Nebraska of which Red Cloud is
a parish.
\\
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asmuch as the fundamen-\:,aldoctrine and ritual of the Episcopal Church
differs from that of the Church of Romeonly in papal prolnolg;ations of
doctrine made after the Reformation, (and -[:;11.eEpiscopal Church adheres
to the Athanasian Creed) ~ it is quite natural that Miss CEI,thershould
understand and be sympathetic with the Catholic £'a1th .
April 16, 1949
My dear Mis sCurry
I am sorry that my answer to your
letter has been so long delayed. I have been away
from NewYork for someweeks, and my mail, in being
forwarded~ has not always reached me promptly.
In answer to your questions regarding Miss
Cather--
1. ~issCather was never a RomanCatholic.
She was an Episcopalian, and was oOl~irmed in the
little Episcopalian Church in Red Cloud, Nebraska.
by Bishop Beecher. an old friend of her family. She
kept up her association with this church and contri-
buted to its support up to the time of her death.
2. Georgine Milmine is the real name of the
author of the Life of l'fJl-l.ryBaker G• Eddy, which was
published serially in McClure's Magazine • Miss
Cather was one of the editors of McClure's when
Georgine Milmine brought the material there, and did
considerable work, verifying the material and editing
it for use in the magazine.
Very sincerely yours,
/s/ Edith Lewis
'rrustee
A TRUE COpy
St. IvIarkIS Pro-CathedrHl
Burlington at Fifth
Hastings, Nebraska
The Ve!"y Reverend Winfield E. Post. Dean
1021 North Kansas Avenue
12 M·').y1949
]\JIissGrace lVI. Curry,
522 South Holmes Avenue,
Indianapolis, Indiana.
Dear MissCurry:
Please forgive the long delay in ansvrering your letter in
detail. Some of the information I had hoped to "dig out" for you was
in a book not irmnediately available to me; the other information was
from Bishop Beeoher and he has been away and I had to await his return.
Then he beoame illt
Nowto answer your specifio questions. the answer to which I found
in the Parish Register of Grace Church, Red Cloud, Nebraska.
1. Charles Fectigue Cather and Virginia Sibert Boak Cather
were both Communicants of Grace Church, Hed. Cloud. They
were Confirmed by the Right Reverend George Allan Beecher.
Bishop of the Missionary District of ·Western Nebraska, on
December 27, 1922. Mr. Cather was recorded as being 74
years of age and £fIrs. Cather 72. The Register indicates
that they had been baptized in the Baptist Church, but no
dates for their baptism are indicated.
2. 'IUlla Sibert Cather was also Confirmed on December 27,
1922, along with her Father and Mother. Likewise, the
Register indicates that she had been baptized in the
Baptist Church, but no date or place is indicated for the
baptism.
3. Willa Sibert Cather never had her communicant status
changed by a Canonical Letter of Transfer and remained a
communicant of Grace Church, Red Cloud, to the time of
her death. This also answers your 4th question about her
parOChial connection in NewYork City at the time of her
death.
Bishop Beecher has known the Cather family for many decades and
this morning, when he was feeling fairly well, we talked about his
connection with the Cathers. He has kept in close touch with all of
them down through the years. Miss 'Willa Cather wrote the Bishop and
Ilirs. Beecher with some regularity until a few years ago when writing
apparently became difficult for her; then she had her secretary write.
r have read some of those letters and they are indeed fascinating.
Just to give you some idea of howWilla Cather felt toward Grace
Church, Red Cloud; two years ago (her last Chr-Ls bmas on earth) lVliss
Cather sent a check to the little Mission and we used it to purchase
a conversion gas furnace! It was her custom to send a Christmas
offering to her old parish each year. *
The information I wanted so much to find through Bishop Beecher
is the place where Willa Cather's funeral was held and who officiated.
But the Bishop can't find the papers relative to this event. However,
it runs in my mind that Miss Cather's funeral consisted of the Burial
Office read by one of our NewYork City priests; then the body was
taken "to NewHampshire or Vermont for burial. I mir;ht say that the
people of Red Cloud were shocked that her body was not returned there
for burial with her parents, brothers and sisters.
Miss Elsie Margaret Cather lives in Lincoln, Nebraska, and I am
certain she could give you the funeral details about her sister. She
attended t And I am certain she will be willing to vvrite you in order
further to e st;ablish that her famous sister was not a Romanist. I
do not have :Miss Elsie t s street address, but I run certain a letter sent
to Lincoln will reach her. You may, if you wish, mention that I
suggested your writing her.
In the Fall of 1947 we had a Memorial Service for -Willa Cather
at Grace Church, Red Cloud. I took the service and Bishop Beecher
delivered the address. Grace Church was filled with old friends and
literary admirers~
If in any way this information will help you, I shall be glad
to have contributed toward your thesis.
Faithfully yours,
* She also gave a bea.utiful
communion rail in memory
of her parents.
/s/ "Ninfield E. Post
A TRUf3COpy
... an: ,~ \!! ;I'~ 'P t'~I!rl .,.
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